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Patrolman Hit
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Rain Sunday
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Almost three inches of rain
fell on Calloway County in a 14hour period Sunday, causing
creckbeds throughout the
county to overflow and flood many lowlands areas.
Official weather observer,
John E. Scott, reported that 2.93
inches of rain was recorded at
the aeather station here between 1:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Sunday.
The high winds that accompanied the rains caused
sonie minor damage in the
county, mostly limited to
doss ned tree limbs.
The Murray Electric System
reported no power outages,
however telephone service to
some areas was interrupted.
1972 Rainfall
Scott also reported that the
rainfall for the total year of
1972, exceeded the yearly
average by some 12 inches. His
final tabulations for 1972 indicated that some 59.63 inches
of rain fell on the county during
1972, compared with an average
yearly rainfall-of 47.62-inches.
The dady temperatures in
reported,
December, he
ranged from a high of 68
degrees to a low of 11 degrees.
The rainfall received here
was higher than the average in
seven montha of 1972,and lower
than average in the remaining
five months
July was the wettest month of
1972 as 10.93 inches of rain fell
The
durira! that month
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Car Care Quiz
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How Often Should Your
Spark Plugs Be Oiled?

i1141

How often should you have
your spark plugs oiled? Does a
shock absorber soak up static
electricity?
What makes
headlights burn out?
If you answer yes to one or
more of the above, this quiz is
for you There are 20 correct
answers to the following 11
questions. 15 correct answers is
a passing grade, which will
qualify you as an honorary
member of the Car Care
Council. Send your completed
quiz with a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to CCC,2130
yBuhl
Detroit,
Building,
Michigan, 48226 to receive your
membership decal and more
information on the care of your
Car.
Answers are below But no
cheating 'I
1. The ignition switch...
a. opens the PCV valve when
car ts cold.
b connects the battery to
ignition.
c. can be turned counterclockwise to recharge the
battery.
2. Most modern cooling
systems..:
a. require a belt-driven fan to
help cool the radiator
b_ work harder under heavy
load.
c do no need a water pump
3. Spark plugs..
a should be replaced ap-

MUER
SOCIAL
SECAPRITY TAt

MoNDAY-JANUARY 22, 1973

Deaths reported are Mrs. Palmer Patterson
*Belcher, age 78, who died January 20 at her home in
Huntington, Tenn.. and Ocus McPherson; age 67,:
who died N•esterday at the home of his son. Joe
McPherson of Smyrna, Tenn.
New officers of the Murray Kiwanis Club are
William Boyd, James Perkins, Bob Billington. and
Charles Coleman.
Murray College High School won first place trophy
at the Daviess County High School Debate Tpurnament on January 19. at Owensboro.
Miss Edwina Kirk, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Frank Kirk, and Frank Yates. Jr., were married
December 30, at the home of her parents in Murray.
Coplity N•vs$ S•talC•

First big bite of '73

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

"We don't see how women can stand to stay in
a beauty parlor for two, three or four hours. We are
squirming if we have to stay in a barber shop over
thirty minutes," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray."
Serving aboard the fleet minesweeper USS
Piegeon in the Mediterranean Sea is E!G. Miller,
quartermaster third class USN, son of Mrs. Pearl
Miller of Murray. .
Pictured today are Henry West, Marvin Jones,
Charles Jordan. and Dewey Smotherman who have
donated tobacco at the loose leaf floors to be sold for
the Polio drive
Members of the cast of the play, "His Name Was
Aunt Nellie," to be presented January 23. by the
freshman class of Kirksey High School are Jo Ellis,
Chester Reeder. Sonja Greenfield, Gwendolyn
Pierce, Fred Garland, Bobby Hugh Wilson. Larry
Lyles, Marilyn Darnell. Threna Gray, and Farley
Adams

But when the fulness of the time was come. God
sent forth his Son.-Galatians 4:4.
God's timetable is never too early and never too
late, whether it relates to the world or to the individual

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.

By far the greatest percentage of the books on the
paperback racks sport illustrations on their covers
that either spit in the face of decent morals or are
frankly prurient-dirty. Some of the books are
downright dangerous. they tell how to be naughty or
indecent, but they don't tell how not to get caught.
"Most people are angry with the sinner,
not the sin."
-Seneca: Delra, 11

JANUARY 22, 1973

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RATES UP SHARPI.Y
Effective January 1, Social Security Taxes increased as much as 35 per cent in some wage
brackets. Last year the tax rate was 5.2 per cent on the first $9,000 of wages. This year the
rate will be 5.85 per cent of the first $10,800 of wages, resulting in a maximum tax of $631.80
or $183.80 more than last year's tax.
This is the 18th time these taxes have been raised since the system was started in 1937_
The startling thing is that the tax was not ralaed at all during the first 13 years. all 18 raises
were crowded in the last 23 years. The following tables summarize tax rate and tax base changes, as well as the.history of
maximum wages covered since the beginning of the Act.
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY Tis x
$2,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
10,800

5104.00
--208.00
312.00
416.00
468.00
468.00

$177.'G
234.00
351.00
469.00
585.00
431.80

Nine

HISTORY OF SOCIAL SECURITY
/444:44.444
,C.444444.4
Rots
woo's. To.

45',W
'950
1955
io60
1966
1967
1968
1969
1972
1973
1974

2.0%
4.2%
4.4%
4.
5.2%
5.85%
5./45%

45,00
44.00
144.00
277.20
290.40
343.20
374.46
468.00
631.80
702.00

Alcohol-Drug Program May Be
Covered By Medical Insurance
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
A
FRANKFORT, Ky. API
new state program to help working people who have emotional, drug or drinking problems
eventually might be covered by
medical insurance, officials
carrying it out have'been told.
Executive directors and
board chairmen of the regional
comprehensive care centers
around Kentucky. Where the
treatment is to be given, were
briefed on the new program.
here Wednesday. Heads of state
agencies also were told about
it, to help them identify
troubled state employes and get
them to a treatment facility.
The project, called the Kentucky occupational program, is
designed to help supervisors in
private industry and government spot workers who havc
such troubles early so they can
be referred to centers for help.
Gov. Wendell Ford, in announcing the new program
Tuesday night, said the direct
loss in salary alone of troubled
workers in Kentucky was estimated to be $140 million a
year. Generally, about 10 per
cent of a work force has such
troubles, he said.

The program calls for an inhouse screening by full or part
time counselors - or by the
staff of the care centers, in the
case of small employers - of
workers who seem to be
troubled.
Hale stressed that such referrals should be based strictly on
job performance rather than
any specific trouble such as alcoholism.
"This should not be a witch
hunt," he asserted.
, A record must be kept of instances of tardiness, poor work
or other falling down on the
job, he_ said, to document the
need for treatment.
Although someone may have
an obvious drinking problem.
Hale said, his•supervisor should
say only that he knows he has

wimantHale, who is working
on a pilot project of that '. tytie
in Florida, said at the Wednesday briefings that he believed
insurance ultimately would cover such programs, as it now
does for medical care.
Hale said he felt the program
would be able to show that other medical claims are reduced
as a result of-it. '
He predicted that his demorsr-stration project likewise would
prove to industry that it would
benefit by the program.
"If yoii can point to 1972 fig-ores showing'30 to 40 employes
were hospitalized 'for gastroinp 'PEARLY KIND' - Brownie Scout.Ea Cole adds a „ testinal di,sturbances (before
an cap include
the program was started) and
4. buQww-for Clyde Bartlett. whose iacket
• • 765 1 pearl buttons. Everit occureed at thicado's Museum
then show they only had five in
•
'
- -- or S. ZTence and•May
1974, that ttas cldtit," Hale said.

problems
not mentioning alcoholism - and that he wants
him to take part in a program
to help him.
Management and union stewards both should be involved,
Hale said, so that a worker who
otherwise might refuse to take
part realizes he might be in
danger of losing his job if he
does not get help.
Don Godwin. director of the
occupational program at the
National Institute of Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse, said about
one-half of the persons classified as troubled workers have
drinking problems.
Alrnipst Itt Der
nation's electritit)
Its nil anti gas.

iif die
ifeneratill

b. the brake linings may be
proximately every 10-12,000
worn out.
miles.
c. the master cylinder may
b. should be oiled when car is
replacing.
need
lubricated.
9. Windshield wiper blades
c. fire 1500 times per mile.
usually...
4. Wheel alignment and
a. improve with age as they
balance should be checked...
take a "set".
a. when the car is sluggish on
b. have a life expectancy of 6
hills.
to 12 months.
b. when new tires are in• c. lose their effectiveness due
stalled.
to deterioration from the
c. at least once a year.
elements.
5. Most exbust systems...
10. A dirty air filter will
a. need no inspection or
a. overheat the engine
service during the normal life of
b. waste gasoline.
a car.
C:- pante the air.
b. would explode Without a
11. Signs of worn shock abmuffler
c. have a heat control valve sorbers are...
a..euessive wheel hopping.
that shiiuld be checked
- b. knocking or pinging on
periodically for freedom of
acceleration.
movement.
c. swaying in high winds or on
6. The carburetor is the
a winding road.
device that...
a. mixes air and gasoline to
Car Care Quiz Answers
meet the demands of the engine.
I. 13
b. regulates engine speed and
2. A and B
power.
3. A and C
c. filters gasoline to prevent
4. B and C
clogged fuel line.
5. C
7. A run-down battery may be
6. A and B
caused by a...
7. A and it
a. slipping driye belt.
8. B and C
b. defective alternator or
9. B and C
voltage regulator.
10. B and C
c. clogged air filter.
11. A and C
8. When your brake pedal
sinks almost to the floor__
a. _the air pump may need
-bleeding."

According To Boyle . . .

Tax Guide For
Businessmen
Now Available

LOUISVILLE-The 1973
edition of ','Tax Guide for Small
Business" is riow available to
answer questions businessmen
have about Federal income.
excise and employment taxes.
Paul Niederecker, District
Director of Internal Revenue of
Kentucky, said today
The business tax guide, IRS
Publication 334, also contains a
Tax t'alendar for 1973 listing the
dates on which the various tax
and information returns and
payments are due.
The booklet includes a'
enabies
which
checklist
businessmen to identify quickly
all taxes they may have to pay
The checklist also contains
information on each tax and
forms required, according to
Mr Niederecker.
The booklet explains how
Federal tax laws apply to
various forms of businesses
such as the sole proprietor.
partnership, or corporation It
else revers Ispeetat'problems
facedby some manufacturers,
retailers, and professional men.
The "Tax Guide for Small
Business" sells for 75 cents and
can be purchased at the
Louisville Internal Revenue
Office, 6th and Broadway.

things you need. You are more
content if you appreciate the
realities of life than if you are
swept or swayed by its trappings.
There is much truth in the
saying -There is nothing more
cowardly than a million dollars." Show me an ordinary,
easygoing run-of-the-null guy
Many people like to brag
who is made unexpectedly rich,
how
and
about their possessions
in three months I'll show
and
valuable they are. When they
you a man changed --- not for
get an expensive new car or fithe better but for the worse.
ner house, they trumpet it
He'll be avaricious, apprehenaloud as if it were as important
su.splcious, and afraid to
sive,
as the Second t'oming of deity.
buy a friend a drink at the bar
What they fail to realize is for fear that he will be made a
that usually they don't possess sucker. .
-body Is
--ty
their possessions: their possesHe will think -fVe
after his money - he'll be only
sions possess them
right there - and he will
The great philosophers half
a peon.. vas • I
throughout history have ad- have become
it.
of
slave
and
one
is
life
vised that the best
In the society of thieves and
lived simply, that the fewer
we dwell in - and
things you want, the fewer robbers
thieves infest every human
society as fleas do dogs - what
pleasure lies in owning great
jewels or vast art collections'
Mere vanity alone. To keep
them safe you have to put theni
in a bank vault or donate them
to a museum.
Yes, a -life of money is often
Is Doing it Again
OHIO DUBI,IN,
a life of fear. The more you adVolkswagen's December new- mire money, the less value do
CLOSED WED. I
to prepare for Thur-Salej
car sales reached 38,511 units, a you put on people
and there
42.6 percent increase over fore the greater fool you beDecember. 1971, Volkswagen of come. Because the greatest
America reported today.
wealth a human being can have
Beetle sales were especially lies in the wealth of human
strong, 28,697 units compared relationships he has. We make
with 16,879 in December, 1971, each other rich by whom we
THEATRE
for one
up 70 percent. For the full year. are and what we do
sales of the Beetle, the com- another.
Ends TUESDAY
AII-a-inan needs to be happy
pany's best-selling model.
GEORGE C.SCOTT
totaled 344,093 units compared is a job he likes, a small home
with 331,191 in 1971, an increase with a front porch he can sit on
STACY ICEACH
during a summer evening with
of 3.9 Percent For the year.
"THE NEW '
his shoes off, a sweet wife who
CENTURIONS" c
Alexander E. Breckwoldt, hums in the kitchen, and a
.vice president, VW operations. child or two glad to call him
said. "Acceptance of the 1973 father.
Starts WED.
Volkswagens has been even
Naturally', it would be nice if
More enthusiastic than' we he also had a barrel of bourbon
anticipated at their introduction' aging in the basement. It
PANAVISiON
in October. We have exceeded
wouldn't wreck his Character,
the 4_75,000 sales total We and lew_lhieves would try to
projected then for 1972 by more rob him of it. Happiness is althan 10,000 units.
ways a simple thing.
The_1972 year-cod total of
486.617 is down 7.1 percent,
A LY MOVIE
compared with 522.655 vehicles
sold in 1971. VW sales have
increased sharply during the
second half of 1972 Breckwoldt
Keen
A Pain..w Adventure Film Produced by Chuck
:idded. He noted that while sales
for the first half of the year
were down 21.8 percent compared with 1971, in the second
half VW sales pushed 11 percent
more than apeetacula, SCENERY and
wILDLIFEI
ahead of the previous year.
ndlan boy AWN,ehattenp
e, it,, ALASKAN
WILDERNESS to save the Ide of a thend
_The Monition 171iiin.li Ii,,Iiis
LAST TWO DAYS41,
that man'. <tains "ft earth is
ilirtirtniini•il 10$ lwiti actions in it
Ends_ ,Tomorrow
pre-4-044,ml. ii iii, 14441.
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (API - Sidewalk comments by a Pavement
Plato: How man): things are you
owned by"
The question is not an idle
one. It is, in a way, a test of
how wiseryou have come.

VW Sales Up
Over Last Year

ICORN-AUSIIN;
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Mrs. Connie Fa
Presents Progr
At Circle I Me€
Circle I of the Firs
Methodist Church wor
Tuesday, January 16,
o'clock in the afternoc
social hall.
Mrs. Connie Ford, cl
presided and open
meeting with a readin
Years Wish."
During the busines.s
the minutes and roll c
by the secretary, Mrs
Smith. Mrs. Carl Rowl
the treasurer's report
Aubrey Farmer report
sick and shut-ins. MI
gave a report from thi
meeting.
Mrs. E.A. Lundquist
devotion on "thve- ust
scripture, the th
chapter of First Cot
The program was
Mrs. Ford who used
from the book, "Love
Answer" by Robert V.
During the socii
refreshments were S4
the hostesses, Mr
Rowland and Mrs.
Farmer, to the eleven
present.

'Cottrell Home
Scene Of Gold
Circle Meeting

The Golden Circh
School Class of the
Baptist Church met
January 15, at seven
the evening at the hon
Cottrell, 513 South Si:
Murray.
Mrs Judy Hin.
president, presided
Sara Duncan led ii
Some class projer
discussed
Long-awaited year'
friends were reveal(
fun and surprised of
filled the room The
drew for sunshine f
the next year.
The Poppy Shoppe
a program on dru
arrangement which
joyed very much by
Refreshments were
the hostesses, June C
Clyne Wice, to Mary
Mary Ellen Goodi
Duncan, Candy lent
Murdock, Judy Hui
Simmons, Barbara
Mary Smith, Jan(
Wilma Billington,
Carter, Una Rogi
Futrell, Gayle Ad
Wynn, Nancy Epper
Reed, and Connie %i

Mfs. Fred Gill
Presides At M
Contemporary

Mrs. Fred Gillum
presided at the me(
H(
Contemporary
Club held on
January 11, at one o'
afternoon at the ass(
of the Calloway C.
tension office.
A new member, h
Herndon, was welc
accepted the pc
chairman of home 1
'Community Bea
was the subject of
project lesson for t
The craft lesson
tinuation on "Decoi
Mrs. Gary Key, a
the Wadesboro C
structor.
Mrs. Leroy Fra
refreshments to
Gillum, Mrs. John'
Mrs. Lynn Robins()
Gary Key.
The next meeting
on Wednesday, Fet
one p.m at the Asse
The next meeting
on Wednesday. Fet
one p.m. at the Ass(
of Ow FytenSion (

ICORN-Al
is Doing it
CLOSED
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Mrs. Connie Ford
Presents Program

JONES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jones of
Murray Route Seven are the
parents of a baby boy, Roger
Dale, weighing eight pounds
1511 ounces, born on Saturday,
January 13, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church women met
Tuesday, January 16, .at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
social hall.
Mrs. Connie Ford, chairman,
presided and opened the
meeting with a reading, New
Years Wish."
During the business session •
the minutes and roll call were
by the secretary, Mrs. Robert
Smith. Mrs. Carl Rowland gave
the treasurer's report and Mrs.
Aubrey Farmer reported on the
sick and shut-ins. Mrs. Ford
gave a report from the general
meeting.
Mrs. E.A. I.undquist gave the
devotion on "Love" using as her
thirteenth
scripture, the
chapter of First Corinthians.
The program was given by
Mrs. Ford who used excerpts
from the book, "Love Is The
Answer" by Robert V. Azment.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Carl
Rowland and Mrs. Aubrey
Farmer, to the eleven members
present.

The Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met Monday,
January 15, at seven o'clock in
the evening at the home of Mrs.
Cottrell, 513 South Sixth Street,
Murray.
Mrs. Judy Hina, class
president, presided and Mrs.
Sara Duncan led in prayer.
Some class projects. were
discussed.
Long-awaited year's sunshine
Much
friends were revealed
fun and surprised "oh and abs"
filled the room The group then
drew for sunshine friends for
the next year.
The Poppy Shoppe presented
a program on dried flower
arrangement which was enjoyed very much by the group.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, June Cottrell and
Clyne Wice, to Mary Johnsoton.
Mary Ellen Goodwin, Sara
Duncan, Candy Jenkins, Linda
Murdock, Judy Hine, Joanne
Simmons, Barbara Chilcutt,
Mary Smith, Jane Rogers,
Wilma Billington, Mary Ann
Carter, Lima Rogers, Sonja
Futrell, Gayle Adams, Sue
Wynn, Nancy Epperson, Linda
Reed, and Connie White.

- Protect Baby From
Household Hazards

TBIRTHSj

Ernstberger-Crider Engagement

At Circle I Meet

'Cottrell Home Is
Scene Of Golden
Circle Meeting

MONDAY—JANUARY 22, 1973
• .

,

Overseas but
not underloved
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are in our twenties.
We have been married for almost a year and a half We
have no children Our sex life is nil We haven't slept in
the same bed for nine months In as many months we have
not even eaten a meal together. nor have we held hands,
watched TV together, or spent one evening together Wq
spoke to each other a month ago, and that was on the
telephone
Still, with our limited communication we have grown to
love and appreciate each other more every day. You see,'
my husband is one of the thousands of men who is serving
his country overseas God willing, he will be home in three
months, and then I will thank my lucky stars every day for
having my husband near me Every wife should follow suit.
Courage to those who are separated from their loved ones.
MRS RONALD M HAYES
DEAR MRS. HAYES: Thank sou for a beautiful reminder. Many of us casually take for granted the blessings
others are denied.

Miss Marsha Lou Ernstberger
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernstberger of Murray Route Five
announce the engagement of their only daughter, Marsha Lou, to
Michael Wayne Crider, son of Mr.and Mrs. William E.('rider of
Arlington Route One
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School
where she serves as varsity cheerleader and is a member of the
Student Council, Band, Beta and Pep Clubs She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs Orbie Culver of Dexter and the late Mrs.
1,ucy Ernstberger
Mr_ Crider is a 1971 graduate of Carlisle County High School and
is a sophomore at Murray State University. He is a member of
Lambda Chi fraternity.
Wedding plans are incomplete.

Mrs. Sagrera Presents Lesson At Meet
Of Progressive Homemakers At Rose Home

duration of involvement in
Progressive
The
Homemakers Club held its project
regular January meeting in the
The final segment of. the
home of Mrs. Joe Rose witty
Nall as meeting provided much activity
Mrs
Raymond
cohostess. Mrs. Charles Daugh- as members divided their time
between refreshments, canday, president, presided.
Mrs. Billie Dale Outland gave dlemaking I craft, demonthe devotion calling attention to stration by Mrs Raymond Nall
the question, "Does peace of and Mrs. Joe Rose and conmind come from outside or servation
from within one's self" She
Those preseri at the meeting
concluded her devotion' with a were Mesdames Bobby Wilson,
prayer
Billie Dale Outland, Larry
Contri, Harold Blair, Bobby
'The secretary, Mrs. Glenn H. Allen, Walter Sagrera.., M. E.
Richerson, called the roll with Veazey, Jimmy Herndon, Ray
sixteen members present Mrs. Kloss, Raymond Nall, Gedrle B.
Larry Contra. treasurer, gave PaschalLsKent Forrester, M. D.
her report. Mrs. Daughaday Hassell, JO. Rose, Charles
reviewed the by-laws for the Daughaday and Franklin
new members and announced Robinson '
made
changes in them
The next meeting will be at
recent
by
necessary
correspondence from the the home of Glenda Hill with
Sophie Sagrera acting as
County Extension office
Mrs. Fred Gillum, president,
cohostess.
presided at the meeting of the
Other announcements were
Homemakers
Contemporary
made including the carpeting of
Thursday,
Club held on
section of Extension office and
a
January 11, at one o'clock in the
program offerings for January.
room
afternoon at the assembly
The group considered future
of the Calloway County Exofferings for special interest
tension office.
classes.
Johnny
Mrs.
A new member,
Ii
Herndon, was welcomed. She
Committee
The ('rafts
accepted the position as suggested that the group's next
(tot,siu.NislOwt
chairman of home furnishings. major craft project be the
AP ..a Ia...
"Community Beautification" making of a terrarium by each
•••
major
the
of
subject
to
the
was
member. The club voted
TEEN-AGE SUPPER
project lesson for the month.
adopt the project, and specific
Sloppy Joe Pancake Rollups
The craft lesson was a con- plans were made as to which
Giant Salad Bowl
with
"Decoupage"
by
on
tinuation
pruchases would be made
Beverage
Chocolate Sundaes
Mrs. Gary Key, a guest from individuals and which would be
SLOPPY JOE
PANCAKE ROLLUPS
the Wadesboro Club as in- made by the Crafts Committee.
Wheat germ gives the pan
structor.
Sagrera cakes good texture and flavor
Sophie
Mrs.
Mrs, Leroy Frazier served
refreshments to Mrs. Fred presented the Lesson, "Com- 1 cup unsifted flour
Gillum, Mrs. Johnny Herndon, munity Beautification." Mles. 1/2 cup wheat germ
Mrs. Lynn Robinson, and Mrs. Sagrera suggested several 2 teaspoons baking powder
ways in which a group might 1 teaspoon salt
Gary Key.
public awareness of the 1/2 teaspoon chili powder
held
create
be
will
meeting
next
The
milk
community clear-pp 1 1/2 cups
need
for
at
on Wednesday, February 14,
egr
2
use of committees including all
one p.m at the Assembly Room
3 tablespoons cooking oil
The next meeting will be held interested civic groups), Sloppy Joe-Filling see below
available
all
through
on Wednesday, February 14, at publicity
one p.m at the Assembly Room media, appeal to community "--In 1- medium mixing howl
groups such as garden clubs, thoroughly stir together all the
of the Fstension Office.
the Health Department and the dry ingredients. ade milk, eggs
Stale Division of Cleanup and and all Beat until smooth Pour
Beautification. Other long batter by 1/4 cupfuls onto lightpreheated to
range situations that would ly greased griddle
tops are
until
Bake
degrees
375
Is Doing It Ago,
need attention are: choice of
bubbly and edges dry - about
be
to
areas
specific
CLOSED WED..
1 1/2 minutes Turn and bake
rehabilitated; fund raising for other sides Keep warm in oven
prepare for Thurs gal
financing such action; and between layers of paper toweling. Spoon Sloppy Joe Filling
onto pancakes. spreading evenly. roll up Makes 12 —6 serv
• • ----r—
ings

M.-Fred Gillum
Presides At Meet
Contemporary Club

COOKING1
IS FUN

ORN-AUSTIN

L!f)

Vapemakero

HEALTH CLUB
NOW OPEN 5'/7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m,
Saturday 9 a.m. RI 12 Noon
-_PHONE 753-2962 --

DEAR ABBY That woman who wrote to you about
having a mad crush on her doctor has the same problem 1
had, only I didn't have sense enough to ask anybody's
advice I plunged right into a stupid affair with mine All 1
can say is, if a woman has to have an affair. she should
find herself a nice salesman The last man in the world to
peck is a doctor He just doesn't have the time to carry on
a decent affair He has a hundred built-in excuses for not
shoeing up. or canceling out, or running away early
Mine never did call me by my first name, or last
name Or even the number on my chart Sign me
CURED LN ALBANY
.
DEAR CURED: According to my mail, (with few exceptiowil. the only woman a doctor has time for other than
Ms wile is his nurse.
DEAR ABBY Our daughter and her fiance told us
they would rather hive $1,000 in cash than a big wedding.
Our stipulation was that she would tell us when it was to
occur and we would give her the money
They were married on a Saturday and we were not told
until the toll wing Monday (they sent u. a brief nue
Altho they didn't honor their part of the, agreement, we
honored ours
At Christmastime we gave our son a new car He's a
college stueent and needed reliable transportation Our
daughter immediately asked us where "her- car was In
other words, she felt that since we gave her brother a car
for Christmas, she had one coming, too Her husband
makes a good living, but as an appeasement gesture, we
laid ear daughter that when she was ready to buy a home,
we would gilk her the price of the automobile toward a
down payment.
These are the only children we have but how much do
you think parents owe their grown etnIctren" -•
BAFFLED IN BALTIMORE

Early
childhood is a very
special time a period for ex
ploring, testing and savoring It
is also a time when growing up
They have another son,
can be hazardous for the young
Randall Joseph, age two The
child at home.
father is self employed.
According to the National
Grandparents are Mr. and Center for Health Statistics,
Mrs. Lowell Jones of Kirksey over two-thirds of injuries
and Mr, and Mrs. Joe Crossett among pre-school children
occur in or around their home
'of *ashington,
Grownups can do a great deal
to lessen a child's chances of
becoming one of this year's
statistics by taking a number of
simple precautions, reports the
Health Insurance Institute
Start With Crib
Monday, January 22
It is not too early' to start
Dr. Jay Wilkey, tenor, and
applying safety measures in the
Dr. Maurice Hinson, piano, both
crib • and playpen areas.
Members of the music faculty
Because infants wriggle and
at Southern Baptist Seminary, roll whenever they get a
Louisville, will present a conchance, they should never be
cert in the Farrell Recital Hall. left alone on a bathinette chair,
Fine Arts Center, MSU, at 8:30 table, or any place from which
p.m The public is invited to they can topple The sides of the
attend.
crib should be kept up at all
times
The Blood River Asslciation
Since babies just naturally
WMU will meet from ten a.in. to suck on any nearby object, be
two p.m. at Flint Baptist sure that the paint of infant's
Church with Mrs. Richard E. toys and any furniture the child
Walker as guest speaker. Each comes in contact with I such as a
one is to bring a sack lunch.
crib) does not contain lead
Ideally, babies' toys should be
The Theta Department of the soft, cuddly and too large to be
Murray Woman's Club wall swallowed, with no detachable
meet at the club house at 7:30 buttons or eyes to nibble on
The list of precautions
be
will
p.m. Hostesses
Mesdames Earl Warford, John multiplies as baby grows and
around
Fortin, William Pankston, and starts toddling, creeping
and walking Since small
Lloyd Jacks
children usually examine
everything in sight, all potential
The Creative Arts Departdanger areas must be kept off
ment of the Murray Woman's
Some
limits by parents
Club will meet at the club house essentials installing gates at
at 9 30 a.rn Hostesses will be the head and loot of staircases.
Mesdames Donald Hunter, checking if window screens are
Ralph Nelson, Paul Heise, Dan fastened, making sure the wire
Harrell, and A.W, Russell.
is not corroded or broken
Windows, of course, should be
A household shower for Mr fastened securely
Using non-skid finish and
and Mrs R G Henson and
children whose home and keeping the floors dry and clean
contents were destroyed by fire helps to keep kids from slipping
on January 12 will be held at or falbng
Kirksey School from 6:30 to
8.36 pm.

Tuesday. January 23
The Current Missions Group
of Baptist Women of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
-meet at the home of Mrs. Opal
Reeves at two p.m.

Down the
.

Garden Path

•
42;1t1
,y,, i'l;tAvik.'

Bridge Winners At
Oaks Club Named

Association for Childhood
Education will meet in Room
152 -of the Education, Building,
MSU, at seven p.m. The
program will deal with an international theme.

Hostess for the twit bridge
session planned for Wednesday,
January 24, at 9:15 a.m. at the
club is Hazel Beale.

••

Mrs. Riley Venza

Mrs, Riley Venza
Named To Honor By
Newcomers Club

Senior recital of Danny
Russell, clarinet, Camden,
Tenn., will be held in the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, at eight
p.m.

BY IRS. W. P. WILLIAMS

While you are doing your we cater to these needs, they
fireside planning for the coming respond and thrive so well that
fold
season, it might be a good idea we are repaid a thousand
trouble
our
for
past
the
to think back to
summer. Consider the plants
Sometimes it is no more
and shrubs and roses you bought trouble to plant a bush where it
and planted in 1972. Did they wants to be, than where we want
prove it. But lots of things go wrong
grow
and
well
satisfactory? If not, why not' If through lack of sufficient
you feel that you did everything knowledge of the plant. That's
necessary for their well being, where winter time comes in. It
did you write the company you is a wonderful time to read up on
bought them from and tell them the things we like best. Find out
about it? Any good company will how to plant them, how to care
refund in part or replace any for them and the enjoyment will
defective plant. They are be doubled:
anxious to have their products
The Nursery- or Florist from
do well in your garden. It is to whom you buy a plant will
their advantage that they do so. gladly
detailed
you
give
But so often we blame the instruction about what the plant
nursery when the fault lies with needs They do so to protect
us. Maybe the hole wasn't big their reputation and customer
enough, or deep enough. Or relationship. They want their
maybe there was too much plants to grow
shade or not enough Perhaps
Our minds are so much on
the drainage was poor and he ecology these days that an item
if
roots had wet feet most
in the American Horticuluture
Sloppy Joe Filling — Cook 1 time.
Society Bulletin caught my eye.
pound ground beef and 1/2 cup
A tree too close to a shrub ( an
chopped onion in t tablespoon
A college in New Hauanshire has
too much of the strength
take
shortening, stir in I tablespoon
this sign on the campus lawn,
out of the soil and the shrub is "If this grass is allowed to grow,
flour, 1 teaspoon salt and 1 tea
limply starved
spoon chili powder, add 3/4 cu
.11 will provide oxygen for two
Much
catchup .and 2 teaspoons W,t4-.
liar peopte. bckyolor two etmestera."..
Just
arr
Flowers
cestershife sauce', kitnmer ,j6r
They itai; than
effective,
more
with
an
individual,
Each is
15 to 20 minute, stirring oCca
grass."
peculbsrifles and needs. Whim "Keep off the
sionally

Winners for the bridge
sessions held by- the women of
the Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday, January 17, have
been announced
Gladys Etherton and Hazel
Beale were high while Doris
Rose and Norma Robertson
were second high, all in
duplicate brtdge. Virginia
Jones was high for party bridge

Don Brock, Mental Health
Center Ce-ordinator, will speak
at the monthly community inservice program for registered
and licensed practical nurses at
the Conference Room of the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital at 7-30 pm

Problems? You'll feel better If you get It aft year chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY. Box No. mac I.. A.,
Calif. ISISi Eucksae stamped. self-addressed envelope,
please.

5.

Some firstaid measures to
have ready in your medicine
cabinet to assuage young adventurers' meetings with
immovable objects or other
mishaps an antiseptic wash
such as hydrogen peroxide.
antibiotic ointments, sterile
guaze pads, bandages, absorbent cotton, ammonia
and
scissors,
inhalants.
tweezers
Probably the most effective
way to prevent accidents, points
out the Institute, is for a
responsible person to be always
present when there are young
children at home If you have to
leave the house and there is no
one at home to take care of a
child, by all means, take him or
her with you Never leave a
young child alone at home

Prayer Breakfast by the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial As.sociation will be
held at the Holiday Inn at 1.30
a in. with Dr Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr. as Bible Study
leader

DE,tR BAFFLED: They don't "owe- their grown children anything. I don't know much about your soa. but your
daughter appears to be taking you for all she eao.get. aod
she's gettIng plenty.
DEAR ABBY That dentist who said the reason peopie
lose their teeth is because of carelessness and neglect ought
to meet my husband He is 95 years old and he still has all
his own teeth, and never had a filling in any one of them
He never had a toothbrush in his mouth and never even
heard of dental floss Besides that, his teeth are so white
and pretty folks keep asking him what dentist made 'em
He must have kept his mouth sterilized with some of the
hottest words a man could release between his teeth
NO JOKE IN NORM CAROLINA

Keep Out Of Kitchen
Since small children like to
poke and probe at anything
within sight, light sockets
should be taped and capped,
electric fans and heaters kept
out of reach and matches and
lighters placed on high shelves.
in the kitchen, gas burners
should have protective covers
and pot handles turned away
from the front of the stove.
Speaking of the kitchen, all
household items which are
potentially poisonous such as
detergents and cleaners - as
well as medicines - should be
kept out of reach of little hands
and stored in high cabinets or
behind fastened doors Also,
because chikiren just naturally
like to chew on cords, electric
wiring should be kept high out of
sight and disconnected when not
_
n Use

Tuesday, January 23
The Kirksey School ParentTeacher Association will meet
at the school at 1:45 p.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
noon
The Council meeting of the
Calloway County Homemakers
Club will be held at the Extension office at 209 Maple
Street at ten a m.
The Ellis Center will open at
ten a.m. for senior citizens of
Murray and ('.alloway County.
Don Brock from the Mental
Health Department will speak
and show a film at the center at
10:30 a.m.

Quick And 'Easy
You can use canned mushroom soup, diluted with a
little milk, as a sauce for
chipped beef. Sprinkle with
lots of freshly minced parsley.

Just before removing muffins
from the oven, lay a clean dish
towel over them for just a moment. This causes the steam to
loosen Them and they come right
„olit of the pan Without any 'stiOing.-

Mrs. Riley Venk.... was
presented as ''member .of the
month for January " ITY' the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club at it monthly meeting held
on Thursday, January' 11, at the
Community room of the Murray
Federal Savings and I.oan
Association.
Guest speaker for the meeting
was Marshall Jones, Sr.,
former ambassador to Africa,
who was introduced by Mrs.
Howard Keller. He gave an
interesting and informative talk
concerning the ifriaggle which
faces the newly formed nations
of Africa. The problem of what
can be done about over
population and world proverty
was also discussed.
Mrs. Toni Muehleman, club
president, presided at a brief
business meeting. The club
yearbooks were distributed.

By
Barbara JeweIl
QUICK BLOOMING
FLOWERS
iN,rt
'rose :nip,: are
among our most hardy annuals.
These plants are quick blooining with flowers beginning to
appear in about two months.
Portulaca thrives under hot.
arid conditions These plants
are -particutarty adept at withof
periods
standing tong
drought.
apGrowing to a height of
proximately six inches. POrtulama are availably in a wide
ariety of colors. E-pcciallv attractive are the • rose, yellrm,
white and scarlet flowers Many
gardeners prefer to mix two or
more colors to make an attractive multi-coiored bed of the
low growing, fast spreading
plants.
A floral gift for a friend de-crves special handling and amg ,by professional florists
&
Flowers are our business Let
iis handle all of yotir floral
needs Telephone your order to
—
We deliyer locally.

I**
• 12th at Poplar St.
753-6100

Refreshments were served.

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days AWeek
Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr.' Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962 •••

a
-0.
J. •

••

dap •
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Morehead Moves Into First In
OVC With Tech Defeat By Peay

t East Tennessee
To Share OVC Second-Place Honors

Whalers Check 1 Dali
Winnipeg 7-2

•

By 'THE ASSMIATED PRESS
Starks finished with 18
Coach Jack Kelly of the New
Racer guards
State Racers of the first 'half, the Racers the Racers, as
Murray
'Ilw
rebounds,as the Racers won the
wasn't
going
Whalers
England
Barrett
Steve
and
Adell
Darnell
By 1 HE .1SSOCIA1I-H PRESS
Thomas More led all the way
Wallace Dillon paced Pikebattle of the boards easily, 58found themselves in a three- failed to score during the first
into. ville with 25 points as his team and outs9ored Marian of In- to let Winnipeg's No. 1 line of way tie for second place in the six minutes of. the second leg. as.surred the •Breds of the win.
Morehead State
Freshman Jesse Williams
36.
Hull, Chris Bordeleau
the top spot m the Ohio Valley edged Berea 73-71 after watch- dianapolik 18-6 en route to Bobby
OVC after slipping past East East Tennessee did little bettei ,
Although it was Taylor's 12 also had 11, and Taylor and
beat
him
Norm
Beaudin
and
Conference over the vieeked ing a 13-point halftime cushion clinching'its vietory. Bob Beck
before an scoring eight, but took over the points in the second half, and ('Otenian grabbed 10 caroms
again. And his solution " Tennessee 65-61
vial) a corne-from-behind victo- dwindle Charles Bacigalum led led More with :Xi points.
Satuday night lead at 39-34.
crowd
overflow
Adell and Barrett's free throws each.
as
as
well
worked offensively
ry over Middle Tennessee and the losers with 20 points.
At Louisville, Bella:mine
in the Murray State Field
Although the Racers had hit
that regained the lead for the
defensively.
Les
guard-forward
Senior
sonie help from Austin Peay's
At Alurray, Les Taylor paced routed Ashland behind the
Ilouse.
Racers in the second half, it was on a sizzling 52.2 per cent clip
checking
a
assembled
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the
lead
Murray
Taylor
gave
James illy Williams.
the Racers with 19 points as shooting of Derek Dow ard Who
Ttw win, coupled with Austin
center froni the field before coining
line of Kevin Ahearn. John
with seven minutes to go as Mike Celeinan and
Williams pumped in 51 points MIEra.) defeated East Ten- pumped in 25 points. Bellar.s. defeat of Tennessee
---Peay
Marvelous Stark.* who worked into the game, they managed
to
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and
Danby
finally
got
offense
Murray's
to boost Austin Peay past pre- nessee and improved its record mine shot 55.3 per cent from
Peay, and
when only 24 of 68 shots, for an Icehandle the Hull trio. Not only Tech, left Tech,
going. The Buccaneers never together in the first half,
vious OVC leader Tennessee to 8-4 and 2-1 in the OVC. Tay- the floor, while Ashland conce, tie,
second-pla
in
staggering.
Murray
cold 35 per cent. The Bucs could
were
teams
both
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led again.
aa tech 105-93, dropping Ten- lor ha a 25-foot shot with 7:35 nected on 46 9 per cent in the
one-lialf game_ I •hinit lea )11Ydo little more, however, hitting
off
Imemates
his
and
keep
Hull
17
his
of
Coleman bagged 10
Twice during the last minute
nessee Tech's OA'( record to 2- left to put Murray ahead for first period, but went cold in
leading Morehead.
only 29 of 69.
scored
they
but
scoreboard,
the
1. while Morehead's victbry im- good East Tennessee's record the second half, hitting on only
Murray had trouble getting and, a half of play, the flues points during the first leg, and ` The difference came at the
of their own in New
goals
three
his
of
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but
all
3-1.
to
netted
standing
the
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in
oven
proved its
dropped to 7-6 and 1-2
26.2 per cent
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England's 7-2 World Hockey As- started
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Morehead downed- Middle a0VC
first OVC match that the Racers two points of the Racers, but 14 during the opening minutes
the cords for 17 of their
ripped
romp over Winnipeg.
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'Tennessee at MurCresaborn.
haveplavedat hurtle this year. could never oull it off. Free keep the Racers in the game II shots. while giving the Buts ,
-- Elsewhere in WHA
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Buffalo 4-3 and Chicago alloplosers with. a - game-high 20
Still, nobody knows for sure
AP Special Correspondent
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Frazier To Defend
His Title Tonight

Wooden - -Exlects Tough Weekend
n Midwest for UCLA Cage Team

Muteet

Curtis

Tennessee Fouls Way To 65-64
Win Over Kentucky on Saturday
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Giant Slalom Cancelled
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to a big car!

Houston Defeats Knicks
107-103 In NBA Sunday

NEW PLYMOUTH
SPACE DUSTER,

SATELLITE
SEBRING-PLUS!

JUST A BIT TOO BI
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team, tamed in 16 points
they edged New Conrail

Simpson Is MVP

AFC Mc
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DENNE. H. FREI
Associated Press Sport!
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Pro Cage
Standings

Kirksey Defeats Lynn Grove
For County Championship Title
By Mike Brandon
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Tommy Futrell closed lus
brilliant grade school career
Saturday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium as he led Kirksey
to the Championship of the
Calloway County Elementary
School Tournament. Futrell
burned the nets for 43 points as
the Eagles took the title by
romping over Lynn Grove 66-39.
In the consolation game,
Marshall Kirk's...fine performance lifted Faxon to an
exciting 44-43 Wirt over' last
year's champions, New Concord..
• Futrell finished the season by
scoring 512 points in 14 games
for a 36.6 scoring average as
Kirksey knished with an 11-3
worksheet.
JUST A BIT TOO BIG! Marshall Kirk, 6-2 center for Faxon,
goes high to get off this shot. Kirk, who was named to the All-Star
team, tossed in 16 points in pacing Faxon to the consolation title as
they edged New Concord 44-43.

Lynn Grove, who handed
Kirksey an 83-74 loss in the last
regular season game, fell under
the pressure of a full court

Simpson is MVP-

AFC Makes Clean Sweep With
Pro Bowl Victory Over NFC

•

r4
)

1

By DENNE H. FREEMAN .
Associated Press Sports Writer
DALLAS API — The American Football Conference,
formed in a fiery merger with
the old National Football
League, had every right to be
chesty today--at least for a
year
The AFC made it a historic
clean sweep over the National
Football Conference in Sunday's 33-28 Pro Bowl victory
Previously, the AFC had captured the exhibition season 2725-4 and the regular season 2019-I from their older rivals and
Miami dropped NFC member
Washington- 14-71rthe- Super

down pass from Oakland's Dar- we V% CI here to win and that
yle Lamonica, said there was was the attitude of the entire
much more at stake than the team all seek "
difference between 62,000 and
John Brockington of Green,
$1,500 for the winners and losscored three touchdowns
Bay
ers.
Norm Snead
"The rivalry still exists . It and quarterback
Martin nat.ed the Wildcats
York Giants hit
may not be as intense as the of the New
of San with 11 while Allen Stone added
Kwalick
tight
end
Ted
Taylor
old days, but it's there,"
with a 12-yard scor- 10. Beach was the only other
said. "Coach Chuck Noll of Francisco
Kirksey player to score in twin
it wasn't enough
,but
pass
ing
Pittsburgh) told us the first day

CLOSED WED.

to prepare for Thur.Sale

,
Faxon Wins
A charity toss by Billy
Blankenship snapped a 41-41
deadlock and gave Faxon the
momentum as they edged New
Ccincord for third place.
New Concord scored the first
.five points ofthe tame but then,
the Panthers got hot and began
to use their height advantage
for easy buckets under the
'basket. By. the end of the first
fortaci,_Faaon wia holding a U).7 lead.
_Faxon moved to an nine point
lead midway through the
second period before- the
Redbirds began to come back.
New Concord scored the last
eight points of the quarter and
at intermission, Faxon held a
shin 22-21 edge.
In the third period, the game
was nip and tuck as the score
-W414 tied four times and the lead
exchanged hands three times
before the quarter ended in a 3333 deadlock.
•
With 2:06 left in the contest,
Ted McCuiston gave NeW
Concord a 41-40 edge as he
scored from under. Jerry Don ,
Morris tied the game on a free
throw before Blankenship's A
charity toss lifted the Panthers
on top for good.
McCuiston led all scorers with
33 points in an excellent performance. Big Marshall Kirk,
playing one of his strongest
gafnes of the season, collected
16 points for Faxon.
Fa son firti,J1,-, the season

DonohueTakes Easy
Win IrAltiverside
- 3.--4ii).1-1-* Riverside 'and40dlified tie. red.
'
e
RIVERSIDE,
Mark Donohue, a member of white and blue machine-fourth
Philadelphia's social set, has fattest among 40 starters-- just
officially joined the exclusive slightly behind front-row sitters
club that belongs to the "good David Pearson in a Mercury
old boys" of Southern stack car and Bobby Allison in a Chevrolet. Next to Donohue in the secracing.
He acquired his membership ond row was Hershel McGriff,
Sunday when he drove a box- third fastest qualifier, in a
like American Motors Matador Dodge.
But when the race got under
to an easy victory in the 6100,000 Winston-Western 500 at Riv- way, it became evident that the
erside International Raceway. combination of Donohue's road
The race opened a 31-evenL, course ability and the Mataschedule for the National Asso- dor's handling qualities would
ciation for Stock Car Auto Rac- become a major factor over the
ing and it drew 51,000 persons 500-mile distance.
He raced strongly with early
into the sprawling road course
leaders Pearson. Allison and
grounds
Donohue, 35, who lives in the Richard Petty, stock car racPhiladelphia suburb of New- ing's all-time champion.
When Pearson was forced out
town Square. Pa., didn't beconic involved in NASCAR by mechanical woes, to be foldoings until last year, when he lowed a short time later by
made his debut in Roger Petty's Dodge, Donohue had
Penske's untried Matador in things. pretty much his own
the traditional Riverside open- way,.
Allison drove the final miles
er.
His Matador wasn't reliable with a sick engine and was alor strong enough to cause the most two laps behind at the fin-.Clock car boys even mild con- ish.
Third place went to Ray Elcern last year, but the moonfaced Pennsylvanian was hot as der. Caruthers, Calif., in a
a pistol elsewhere. He won the Dodge, fourth to Bobby Un.ser
Indianapolis 500, among other of Albuquerque in a Ford and
fifth to Jimmy Insolo, Mission
racing plums.
This year he came hark to Hills. Calif., in a Chevrolet

Paglies Pizza
510 Main Street

Phone 753-2975

- Free Delivery Every Evening
* Pizza
* Spaghetti
*.-foor Boy Sandwiches

Monday

figures as lie tossed in 14 points.
Lynn Grove closes the year
with an overall mark of 12-2,
both laws coming at the hands
of Kirksey.

-•••••••

Sundi v was the clincher in a
collision of All-Stars between
the two leagues
"Last year the NFC got the
roost ink -we wanted to prove
something," said running back
OJ Simpson of Buffalo, the
game's Most Valuable Player.
Simpson, who led the NFL in
rushing with 1,251 yards, scored
one touchdown, rushed for 112
yards and caught three passes
for 58 yards.
The victory before 47.879
chilled fans in Texas Stadium
gave the AFC a 2-1 lead over
the NFC in the series.
Simpson said offensive linemen Gene Upshaw of Oakland.
Walt Sweeney of San Diego,
Larry Little of-Miami and Winston Hill of the New York Jets
had him wide-eyed because
they were so fired up for the
game.
"These guys talked all week
about how they were going to
kill their man." Simpson said.
Otis Taylor of Kansas City.
who caught a five-yard touch-

CORN-AUSTIN
is Doing it Again

Kal&ey press in the first period
and could never get back into
the game.
After Futrell hit the first two
points of the game, Lee Beach
worked his way under for three
consecutive baskets and the
Eagles were off and running
with an 8-0 lead.
With 105 left in the opening
period, a 15 (doter by Gene
Lockhart cut the Kirksey lead
down to four points at 11-7. But
Futrell ripped the nets for eight
point; in the final minute and
the Eagles had a 20-9 first
quarter bulge.
Kirksey came out running at
the outset of the second stanza,
and scored the first seven points
to increase the margin to .18.
its
maintained
Kirksey
pressure defense and rolled to a
41-15 cushion at intermission.
Futrell fired in 22 points in the
half to pace the Eagles while
Beach added 14. Beach, the
recipient of several nice feed
passes from Futrell:bras able to
use his strength to pick up the
- -easy buckets.
Lynn Grove played much
better ball in the second half as
Kirksey only outscored the
Wildcats by two points in the
third period. But the Eagles
were never threatened because
the big lead was too much for
Lynn Grove to overcome.
The closest the Wilcats could
come was 19 points at 54-35
when Larry Martin ha a five
footer at the 3:16 mark of the
frame
final

5(Y Off

Every Tuesday

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day

On All
Pizzas

ABA
East
Pct G 8
W
36 16 697
Carolina
17
653 2'
32
elltUC ky
17 25 519 9
v;rginia
18 31
367 16' 4
York
15 34 306 19'
M
,
M
West
Utah
32 11 640 —
28 21 '571 3'3
Indiana
Denver
25 25
SOO 7
18 79 383 12',
Dallas
35
20
364 W."
San Diego
-Saturday's -Games
Carolina 124, Dallas III
Virginia
121,
110
incliana
Kentucky 115, Memphis 103
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Dallas 105, New York 98
Kentucky 118, Denver 111
San Diego 97, Utah 92
Only primes scheduled

Lee Beach, who scored 14 points In Kirksey's win, picked up two
on this fast break drive. Beach took the pass from Tommy
Futrell. who scored 43 points in the game.
i Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

with a 4-11 overall slate while
New Concord winds up at 6-8.
All-Stars
Following the presentation of
trophies, the All-Star team of
the season was named Named
as members of the team were
Kevin Barrett, Hazel; Tommy
Chem, Lynn Grove; Tommy Futrell, Kirksey; Ronnie
Gibson, New Concord; Marshall
Kirk. Faxon; Larry Martin,
Lynn Grove; Ted McCuiston,
New Caibegni; Ricky Miller,
,
Almn: Jerry Don Morris,
Faxon: and Mike Wells, Almo.
Concord
New
The
Cheerleaders won the award as
the outstanding cheerleaders
for the. tournament.
20 21 13 12-66
Kwksey
Lynn Grove
9 6 11 13-39
Kirksey 1661—Futrell 43,
Lovett 3, Rogers 3, Russell 3 and
Beach
- •
Lynn Grose ini--Lockhart 6.
Chavis 8, Stone 10, Martin 11,
Gardner I and Olive 3.
'New Concord 7 14 12 10-43
Faxon
10 12 11 11-44
Concord i411 Duke 4, T.
McCuiston 33, Gibson 2. S.
McCuiston 2, Walker 2 and
Stubblefield.
l'axon i44) -Morris 7, Green
4. Walker 5. Balnkenship 9, Kirk
16, Miller 3 and Duncan.

Got
a

Bowling
Standings
Larry Martin goes high for the rebound but even his outstanding
effort wasn't enough as Kirksev walked past Lynn Grove 0411.
Martin, who % eraged 14 points rver the season, scored II for the
Wildcats

Wins Tucson Open

Crampton Not Expecting
To Take Third Straight

MAGIC TR.
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W L
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2097
JOhrtsdn's:dior cry
1989
Triangle Inn

"Now that irs our. I'm realBy BOB GREEN
ly tired.
Associated Press Golf Writer
Grampton's victory, following
TUCSON. Ariz. i API Bruce Crampton has taken twe his triumph it the Phoenix
in a row, but the Australian Open just the 'seek before.
High Team series mei
Si hop!
2830
veteran harbors no illusions made him the first man to win. ciaoy Beauty
7793
Stellif.1,11
,
about whining -three ram comer-tame American tourna- Triangle Inn
High Ind Game (SC)
secutive events on the tough ments since Arnold Palmer
708
Ir.,1 meal
events of the
181
"No, I don't think so, 1969 season. Palmer aLso is the W.in•fa
High Ind Game (NC)
Crampton said with an almost last player to win three in a Mil, Weil
liodri.•
'733
Crampton V.rginia B. arh
sad smile when asked if he row, in 1962.
733
232
planned to make this week's opened the final day's play --the Barlow a
• 73?
-4rnMooi4a-1,
Bing-Crosby National Pro-Am Start was delayed P.!'hOurs by Pat
232
_
his third successive triumph.
High Ind Series (SC)
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••
-ay
s
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one took a lof out of gree temperatures with a
194
Wan-la Nan."
me,- Crampton said ,Sunday three-stroke lead, eagled the I aVaudhn Lat;m; r
iss
Sieres
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Ind
High
after his easy., front-running second hole and wasn't threat616
Modgi
Milifrial
victory in the Dean Martin-Tuc- ened as he breezed home with Barbara Barnet)
611
594
son Open, a decision that was a 71 for 277, 11 under par on D. My.' Ann 0 k
Averages
High
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165
Mob'157
meaningless triple bogey seven Golf Club course.
6Aar.I yn Chatman
155
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on Crampton's finishing hole _ra,
he
146
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p*kland's World Series
"I'm pretty tired," he said
141
F
Mary
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'
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Gino Tenace played seven
142
•
"I didn't sleep very -All ail games at first base durilig the' Norma andssiatt
1 42
Ate x ani I
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week.. I came ir.1. bere knowing 1
r season He played.that
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.-L60
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ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
WI Pct G.B.
39 7 848
Beistor.
New York
39. 12, 765 1',
319 24'
IS 32
Buffalo
4 47 078 37' e
Philadelph;a
Central Division
Baltimori•
30 17 638
27 24
529 5
Atlanta
18 30 375 12,
Houston
17
31
354
131,7
Ch-eiland
Western Conference
Midwest Division
36 13
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Milwaukee
19 19 604 6''4i
ChoAsol
25 29 463 13'v
20 19 408 16
Detroit
Pacific Division
/66
34, 11
Os Angeles
31 16 660 S\
Golden State
469 II
Phoenix
23 26
16 36
308 22' ,•
Si•attle
12 38
/40 25'
Portland
• ;
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 96, Cleveland 85
Baltimore 126, Seattle 104
Detroit 112, .Citaaab
POrlland 130. J•iouston 11$ .
LOS ArIC)eles 124 Phoenix 104
heduled
Only games
Sunday's Games
108
Philadelphia
Baltimore
97.
Milwaukee 122, Golden State
108
130stOn 104. Buffalo 97
Houston 107, New York 103
Los Angeles 1734 Kansas C.ty
Omaha 102
Only games scheduled
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Dental Hygiene Proves To Be Very
Rewarding Career For Mrs. Holmes

MONDAY—JANUARY 22, 1973
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the
Hopefully,
She worked there part-time, forward.
then raised a son before children she taught good
flossing
returning to dental hygiene brushing
and
uork in Troy, New York.
techniques will pass on their
The change to public health knowledge to their children.
work came after the death of When talking with children
her husband. "My brother individually, Mrs. Holmes often
wanted nie to come back where told them to go home and tell
my family was so I wrote the their parents what they'd
Dental learned about good dental
of
Board
State
Examiners asking about health, too.
requirements to practice dental
Mrs. Holmes frequently
hygiene in Kentucky." At the asked for good students to work
time she'd graduated from with her as aides during her
Eastman, Kentucky had no dental inspection and education
dental hygiene law giving sessions. "I encouraged them to
dental hygienists permission to -become dental hygienists. I'd
practice in the state.
talk to them at lunch about
Mrs. Holmes' letter was in- dental hygiene work. It wasn't
the State often that .higti school countercepted. .by
Department of Health, where selors had mentioned this
someone with an education profession to them," she says.
certificate and dental hygiene
Thankful that chemistry had
experience was just what was been a requirement- tor
needed for a planned program graduation from the accredited
of dental education in Ken- high school. , Mrs. Holmes still
tucky 's schools. With "nothing encourages girls considering
to keep me at home,- Mrs. dental hygiene as a career to
Holmes was the ideal person to take high school chemistry,
fill the spot as a traveling dental even if it's not a college enhygienist
trancer requirement. "I tell
During the time she worked them to ask about college
in most of the state's western
requirements, costs and
and central counties and a few tuition before their senior year,
father east, Mrs. Holmes con- in high school," she says.
..
ducted _inspections of schoolWhen she moved to Paducah.
children's teeth. She also in- in 1961. Mrs. golmes was the r:
structed first through sixth only dental hygienist in town.
graders in how to practice good Now three are working there
dental health. She cites part-time. -This is the trend
"cooperation with schools and now -and an advantage to this
local health departments" as kind of work," she says. "More
one of the most gratifying parts and more dental hygienists are
of her job and says the school %writing part-time on a local
children acre almost always basis."
"good listeners.''
Now at home in Paducah, the
"If you encourage just one sister of three Kentucky denperson to take better care of his tists, i H.M. Washburn, of
teeth, it's been worth it," Mrs. LaGrange and the Late H.B.
Holmes says. "You've done that and W.H. Washburn, who
much." She says she feels
practiced in Louisville and
results of her work will extend Beaver Dam respectively + says
beyond the generation she she wants to travel—perhaps to
served—both backward and Europe, do charcoal art work,
play the piano, keep up with old
friends and meet new ones. She
also wants to get back to
sewing --on a new machine she
bought a few years ago in
preparation for retirement.
Moreover, she's not giving up
her profession. Mrs. Holmes
• LOWEST PAYMENTS ANYWHERE • PRECUT FOR EASY ASSEMBLY
says she plans to work one day a
• STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS • FREE DELIVERY
week for a local dentist.

serFRANKFORT,—"For
vice to the, Dental Health
James Hayes Sheppard, Program" is inscribed on the
Route 1, Dexter, Master Jeffery base of a candelabra presented
Washburn, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs. to Gladyce Washburn Holmes
Kozetta Martin, Route 1, Paris, upon her retirement. It could
Tenn., Master Adani I.ee
just as well say • For service to
Galloway, Dexter, Master
the people of Kentucky"—for
4,
Route
Russell D. 1)avenport,
Mrs. Holmes worked in more
Benton. Roscoe H. Underhill. than 40 counties during 11 years
Route 5, Benton, Miss Lisa as a dental hygienist for the
Darlene Lovett, Route '3, State Department of Health.
Renton, Russell Shelton, 511 S.
A native of Grayson County,
8th Street, Murray , James J. the soft-spoken lady was
Forest
Denham, New Concord,
probably one of the first women
Earl Murdock, Route 6, in Kentucky to become a dental
Murray, Mrs. Treva Inez hygienist_ Professional schools
Goodman. Route 4, Murray, in the field opened in 1919. Mrs
Mrs. Pamela Venven Young, Holmes was graduated from the
Route 8, Box 57, Murray.
Eastman Dental Dispensary in
Rochester, New York, 10 years
later. The first such school in
Kentucky opened at the
University Of Louisville nearly
a quarter of a century after
that.
A series of events led to Mrs.
Holmes' choice of dental
hygiene as a career, a choice
she says she's neJer regretted.
"My sister encouraged me to
Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of come live with her in Rochester
special interest to those who so I could graduate from an
hear but do not understand accredited high school," she
words has been announced by says. After a semester at
Beltone. A non-operating model Georgetown College, she
of the smallest Beltone aid ever transferred to Weitern Kenmade will be given absolutely tucky University, where she
free to anyone answering this earned a teaching certificate,
'advertisement.
then •'sat around feeling sorry
Try it to see how it is worn for myself because I didn't have
in the privacy of your own a teaching job." Again, it was
home without cost or obligation Mrs. Holmes' sister who enof any kind. It's yours to keep,
her to return to
couraged
free. It weighs less than a third
Rochester -.this tune to attend
ear
at
all
it's
of an ounce, and
hygienists there. That
level, in one unit. No wires lead or dental
was the beginning of falling
from body to head.
These models are free, so we into a profession I love."
Mrs. Holmes worked for a
suggest you write for yours
in
practitioner
now. Again, we repeat, there is private
no cost, and certainly no obli- Rochester for two years or so
gation. Write to Dept. 9633, before niarrying and moving to
Beltone Electronics Corp., 4201 New York (.'its, where her
W.Victoria, Chicago,Ill.60646. husband attended law school.
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ASSTD. TOILET GOOD

99;

rest

compacted for reshipment and

'VALUABLE COUPON

ii

3 to Pkg.-Sizes 4-14

he trans-

-r

DRESSES i
RAINCOATS
CARCOATS
TOPCOATS lb

Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is,
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Routine matters
more than the unusi
developments in the
Study people, trends.
uncover will prove vs
the future.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21i
If not over-anxious,
make extraordinary g
Careful thought a
sideration of past pi
will give you directiol
GEMINI
.(May 22 to June 211
Strongly benefic
Influences should hell
over worthwhile ph
Some changes may h
made, but they wi
beneficial in the long
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stress quality rat.
quantity in your elf
TODAY'S matters
before seeking further
adept at squeezing ou
in a project - impor
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23 If you take minor as
in stride, as Leoites u
you should enjoy y
Chosen goals are nt
creased favors indica
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
What you did yesi
last week may ha'
redone in part, but di
upon this day as prof
or you will not see
virtues.
LIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Better than usual ad
but more than usi
asked, too. Some
vestment of money
begins to pay; invest
the future.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
You may think
something under
rolling briskly. Bet
another look for hidd
anything that could in
energy lost

GatillerSizE

YOU can'
afford a Miles home

Addr•ss

Franco

MON.-SAT.

Murray, Ky.

Afraid
you're
going deaf?

We show you how to builCryour home and save thousands. We precut your home. Vat'
save on high labor costs and materials. Build in spare hours without Costly hired labor.
Pay yourself $12 per hour. We furnish everything ... inside and outside. We trust you
no matter how little cash you have. It's easy Rent size payments. Build anywhere ...city,
country. Land need not be paid in full Does your family deserve a home? write today

Your Individi

9 ALM--9.P.m.

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
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New Shipment Of Books Received At Library

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 23, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20,
Routine matters favored
more than the unusual. New
developments in the making:
Study people, trends. What you
uncover will prove valuable in
the future.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
If not over-anxious, you can
make extraordinary gains now.
Careful thought and consideration of past procedures
will give you direction.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
Strongly benefic Mercury
influences should help you put
over worthwhile plans now.
Some chariges may have to be
made, but they will prove
beneficial in the long run.
CANCER
t June 22 to July 23(
Stress quality rather than
quantity in your efforts. Get
TODAY'S matters tended
before seeking further. You are
adept at squeezing out the best
in a project - important now.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as Leoites usually do.
you should enjoy your day.
Chosen goals are nearer. Increased favors indicated.
VIRGO
.-(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23( rirt-fr",
What you did yesterday or
last week may have to be
redone in part, but do not look
upon this day as problematical
or you will not see its many
virtues.
LIBRA
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Better than usual advantages,
but more than usual effort
asked, too. Some past investment of money or time
begins to pay; invest more for
Abe future.
.-SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov_ Z2)
You may think you have
something under control,
rolling briskly. Better take
another look for hidden flaws,
anything that could mean time,
energy lost

e(440

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
An original twist or a new
method ,auld brighten routine,
but don't go to extremes and
attempt the bizarre.
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lfd
You may possibly have to set
aside certain personal desires
in order to show your abilities in
the best light. The effort you
make in this regard will pay off,
however.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Present everything in your
thorough, affable manner; thus
you will win points and outwit
the competition. Do your best
but don't undertake the
unreasonable
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Both regular work and new
ventures favored. Returns from
past efforts indicated very soon.
Whatever you do well and faithfully will have long-range value.

XCI

-)
1130C.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine nund and a
willingness to work hard in
order to achieve your most
ambitious goals. You have
remarkable endurance but
frequently lose this "staying
power" if you lose interest in a
project upon which you sre
working, or if you feel that your
efforts are not sufficiently
ap, reciated. Try to maintain
the enthusiasm with which you
usually start new undertakings,
and inestimable success can be
yours. Aquarians make excellent managers, journalists,
and
designers
artists,
decorators
.

•

.

YOUR PERSONAL. NOROSEOPE
1705 ton FM • Penmen 110-emm
tereCast on Nolte. omelet. Kayo and
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TARTANS; by Christian
Hesketh. A lavishly illustrated
history of the tartans of
Scotland.
THE THREE HUNDRED
YEAR WAR, by William 0.
Douglas. In this. chronicle of
months took the author from the
the
disaster,
ecological
distinguished author calls for
political action at home and in
the international area.
THE TROUBLEMAKER, by
Jean Potts. A novel of mystery
and , psychological suspense
centering on the death of a girl
at a Maine seashore resort.
THE UNKNOWN ORWELL,
by Peter Stansky and William
Abrahams. The extraordinary
transformation of Eric Blair
into _"George
childhood, years at Eton and in
Burma and his struggle to
become a writer.

I :as ertsous eatery
FRANkAIIR'll. Ky. 1UPII
— klimeisione cave used in the
18th onlITTTI1 as a brewers
storage fat ilk) and during the
il ar as a V.PIIINIPM1 cache
ems pried into a
lus•
been
rp•taurant.

liodne!. Ratliff, owner of the
casern. put in plush furnishings
after hauling out more than 800
truckloads of dirt which had
accumulated over the ears.
'Ilw rvaurant. appruprigteh.
has been riariled The ( a%r

THROUGH
WALK
A
EUROPE, by John Hillaby.
This hike of 1400 miles in two
the
to
Sea
North
Mediterranean. His account of
his journey is witty and charming.

James l'attei.sun. A biography
PRACTICAL GOLF, by John
LET'S DECORATE YOUR
A shipment of new books has
of Robert A. Taft.
An authoritative and
Jacobs.
a
.
In
Levin.
by
HOME,
Evelyn
been received at the Murray11103'URCYCLES, by, Al highly recommended how-tii
Calloway County Library from practical yet professional way,
Griffin. This buyer's and rider's book for the average golfer.
the Department of libraries, the author gives the homeowner
WOMEN WHO LED THE
EASY
guide
is packed with valuable
AND
QUICK
the
pro.
the
of
confidence
according to local librarian,
by David Boynick. The
WAY,
infor
anyone
information
Leman,
Bonnie
by
QUILTING.
THE MAKING OF A
Margaret Trevathan. Among
stories of eight pioneers who
PSYCHIATRIST, by David terested in this popular sport This book introduces easy,
them are:
worked for equal rights for
Viscott, M.D. Dr. Viscott gives and means of transportation. modern quilting techniques for
ABORTION, by WI.' _R.
women.
Emily
by
THEN,
NOW
AND
gives
the
to
art,and
newcomers
his
a totally personal account of
Gardner. The author, a pracWITHOUT A STITCH IN
training, an appraisal of Kinibrough. A delightful book of experienced quiltinakers
ticing gynecologist who is also
TIME,
by Peter De Vries. The
anecdotes.
and
recollections
slant
an
traditional
another
and
attitudes
traditional
an ordained clergyman, is
has been writing short
author
R.A.
by
HANNALL
OKLA
into
methods.
techniques, and an insight
uniquely qualified to present a
comic pieces for thirty years.
SINGER IN THE SHADOWS,
the human principles guiding Lafferty This remarkable
This is the cream of the crop.
balanced and sympathetic view
his own practice and philosphy novel encompasses nearly 100 by Irving litvag. A full account
of the dilemmas associated with
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW
Indian
Choctaw
of
puzyears
be,
most
the
may
of
what
of psychiatry.
abortion.
CAN HURT YOU, by Lester
zling of psychic riddles—the
THE MAN WHO LOVED CAT history.
AMERICAN FAMILY, by
Markel. A book about public •
PAPER CHASE, by Lesley Patience Worth story.
Marilyn
by
DANCING,
the forces that mold it,
Faith Baldwin. This novel, first
opinion,
secretary
middle-aged
A
F.gan.
by
FIRE,
SMOULDERING
novel
Durham. A dramatic
published in 1934, is a family
its impact on public policy, and
about the Wyoming Territory in is murdered and it turns out D.E. Stevenson. Light fiction at
three
covering
story
above all, the need that it be
that she is not the person she'd its best- set in the Highlands of
the 1880's.
generations and runs through
informed.
be.
seemed
to
Scotland.
MR. REPUBLICAN, by
love, birth and death from
young romance sto mature
understaniling.
THE AMERICAN MEDICAL
Senator
by
MACHINE,
Abraham Ribicoff. A powerful
book which documcnts the need
for basic reforms in our health
system and shows practical
aa,s to accomplish the needed
4:ha nues:
THE AMERICAN WOMAN,
by William Chafe. The saga of
the struggle against sexual
inequality in America from 1920
to 1970.
ANTIQUE OR FAKE7, by
Charles Hayward. A thoroughly
practical book for the old furniture collector.
THE ART Or' INVESTING,•
by Philipp Lohman. An exc•ellent basic survey of the
securities investment field written clearly and simply.
BLACKBERRY WINTER, by
SCOTCH BRAND
Margaret Meade. The intimate
personal story behind the
pioneering achievements of the
world's most famous anthropologist.
CATCH ME A COU)BUS, by
Gerald Durrell. A delightful
book describing life in "The
Trust," a zoo devoted to the
160"
preservation of endangered
wildlife from all over the world.
9- x12THE CHINESE AGENDA, by
Joe Poyer. An adventure novel
14
1100"
that starts with a dangerous
Heavy Duty Paper
murinto
turns
mission and
derous intrigue and multiple
death
CAN CREATIVE
DIEM AK ING. by Thelma
CanCreative
Newman
dieinaking tells-how to design
and produce brilliantly colored,
• Metal Tray
exquisitely scented, beautifullj
Paint
shaped candles at a fraction of
Nylon Bristles
Hooks
to
Has
•
Thinner
their usual cost.
DOCTOR'S
THE
REPUTATION, by Elizabeth
97LQ
Fasten to Ladder
Seifert. A romantic story about
1" Thick
a doctor's world.
DUET IN DIAMONDS, by
Jain Burke. This tandem
If the "Winter Wearies- have you down, cheer up
biography of two colorful
characters, Lillian Russell and
'
fight the glooms. Paint your walls, paint your rooms.
Diamond Jim Brady tells a bit
wipe out the winter wearies with a fresh coat of LUCITE
of social history with grace and
gusto.
Wall Paint
CAN
ELEPHANTS
BANKAMERiCARD'
REMEMBER, by Agatha
Christie. ,A new mystery from
the international queen of crime
writers.
THE FLOWER LOVER's
NATURAL
OF
BOOK
ARRANGEMENTS, by
• Whatever LUCITE covers wet stays
Georgians Smith. A guide for
covered when it dries.
everyone who would like
flowers to look as natural in a
• It looks as fantastic on the wall
room as they do in a garden or
9
9
5
$
as it does in your mind.
field.
faster.
even
dries
fast,
on
Goes
•
Gal
THE FOUR SEASONS OF
soap and water clean-up.
SUCCESS, by Budd Schulberg.
drip
doesn't
stirring,
• Never needs
Personal reminiscences about
like ordinary paints.
the impact of success on such
famous writers as Sinclair
Lewis, Nathaniel West, William
Saroyan, F. Scott Fitzgerald
and others.
GIDEON'S MEN, by J.J.
Marcie. Gideon's Scotland Yard
• Metal Blade
adventures are always enjoyable for the mystery buffs.
• Metal Blade
• Plastic Handle
• Wooden Handle
GREAT GARDENS OF
.;
AMERICA, edited by Carroll
2- Wide
Calkiug. An authoritative
• Plastic Handle
• Metal Frame
survey of thirty-eight of
America's finest gardens.
HOUSEHOLD ECOLOGY, by
Percivall and Pixie
Julia
Burger. Positive, practical
techniques and hints for the
individual who wants to help
9"x11"
Repair cracks or holes Wore painting.
save the environment.
Sheets
INCIDENT AT VILLA RAHUse On All Surfaces
MANA, by Anne Eliot. Against
an exotic background in
3 to 6
5-lb.
modern Morocco, a new
3/8"
In
Pkg.
suspense novel presents a
Nap
young girl from New York who
is plung%1 into a web of.intrique
and rornance.

AFILIf BIRD
* Prices Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed., Jan. 22-24 *

MASKING
TAPE
$1 44

DROP CLOTH

67'

4" PAINT
BRUSH

1

PAINT ROLLER TRAY

66;

$ 88

MAGICOLOR

PAW
THINNER

Superior covering power
stops see-through

Regular '7.39

PUTTY KNIFE

37;
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LADIES,PLEASE COME TO
ORDER, by Peggy Cameron
King. A lighthearted look at that
American
unique
woman's
phenomenon--a
club—including detailed advice
on farming,. financing and
running your new club. _
LADY OF QUALITY,bY
—4.48asoati4--.1184Jar0.— &AA..
liftwthieuriled romance set in
England during the Regency
period

Ready for the
Fishing Season!
__

PAINT NOW — FISH LATER!!

7" ROLLER COVER

CE-14TER

Wearies Get You!
Brighten Your Home

Use On All Surfaces

With Paint!

3/8" Nap

..- • Want-

37;

Don't Let Winter

Paint Now and Be

Our only Pummels a helprng you
got g00.1 %MOO CAM Iflv can attnni

'

87;

64;

Fon% Illereer Mealibers. Soo Teat Fro Duna. Agora

cm;50

ROLLER FRAME

PATCHING PIASTER TWIN PACK
ROLLER COVERS

lowng hosprtalizetron
1 one the standatch b *taco
* INA Cross and alvP S*.A4,
most etn.• north cam team Wemoosumol for *mem
extonduals and lankkes no, covered under an employes.
group plan you can ,elect PS roght plan *X MO
The,.'. a orograrn for college students QI.V.1..3
1,1w*, TafeenitY 041500,151•••rs a 1318.0 to, those CAAAI 65
,,,onternents Nsalth erpenses 001 covered under Med.
rare Se•v1 today tre &dads rd the plans tat fp your needs
No salesmen WA. (-XII
TN"500 obhUatiOn
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PAINT SCRAPER
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No Doubt Who's Boss In Sirica Courtroom
By HARRY F. ROSEN-11-mi
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — He is
68 years old and there is an
edge to his voice that can bring
the most persistent lawyer to
shame-faced silence In the Watergate trial, there is no doubt
that Judge John J Sirica is the
boss.

- As chiet,judge of the U.S.
District Court, he could have
assigned the politically sensitive case to any of 22 other
judges. But he took it himself.
"Control your emotions," Sirice told defense attorney Henry Rothblatt when he concluded
the lawyer was straying too far
afield in his opening statement.

We Are Pleased To
Extend Our

enough. I've been fair to
on Au. even keel and Li!
sides but there's a limit.
both
pressure
don't get your blood
Let's get down to the details
Up.,
and find out who paid them.
And when Rothblatt, repre- Was it purely political espionsenting four Miami defendants age; what was the purpose? If
who have since pleaded guilty, you are going to make an opencontinued in the same vein. Si- ing statement, let's make it."
That sort of impatience of
rica stepped in again:
failure to get to a point--or
"I think you've gone about belaboring one--has characterized Sirica who has practiced
law for 47 years, longer than
most of the lawyers in the Watergate trial have been alive.
He showed his toughness at
the outset when E. Howard
Hunt pleaded guilty to three of
six felony Indictments, with the
government agreeing to drop
the others.
Sirica flatly refused to accept
the deal.
•'The court and the public
have an interest in the just administration of criminal laws,"
he said. "And the court believes that such interest encompasses not only the substance
of justice but also the appearance of justice
-Given the nature of this
case, the court is compelled to
the conclusion that both the
substance and the appearance
of justice require that the
tendered plea be refused."
Keiii)

Lassiter Plaster
601 N 4th Co• Inc• 753 5376

Congratulations
PALACE
CLAUDE
VAUGHN

When Hunt finally pleaded
guilty Se .all six counts, the
judge set bail at $100,000 and
refused to lower it, saying hf'
dealt equally with blue-collar
and white-collar crime.
Sirica shows flashes of humor. Once, E. Gordon Liddy,
one of the defendants, motioned
to his lawyer to abandon an argument with the judge.
"I see you are getting some
good advice from your client,"
he said.

The Palace
On The Remodeling Of Your Business
We are pleased to
have had a part in it

Sirica received his degree
from Georgetown University
Law School in 1926 and has
practiced as a private lawyer,
federal prosecutor and congressional counsel. He was appoint- ,
ed a district judge by President
Eisenhower in 1967 and 13ecart,
chief judge by virtue of seniori.
ty.
The South Rim of the(*hand
Cahyon is a flat, pine-forested
plateau a%eraging about b,000
to 7.000 feet abo%e 9es le,pl.1

South 9th Street

753-5719 or 753-1761
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THE PALACE

V

THANK YOU, LINDY CARR
for inviting us to remodel and enlarge your Restaurant!

urant and it gave us great pleasure
We are pleased to have been the General Contractor for your original resta
to handle all details of this Major Remodeling and Construction Program.
16th
"
.
47

4

"AM..
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THANKS MURRAY!!!.
You Have Made This Day Possible
_

Thanks to each of you fdr
bringing
way.

'our

business our

Thanks to theAlmightyGod for
his help in making this day
possible—to us it is a dream
orrre- true.

Thanks to Pat Gingles of
Nashville, Tenn. for the good
service in getting out the
architectural work fOr us.
Thanks Pat.
Thanks to each of you who
have climbed over blocks,
bricks,_ _walked over bridges,
came tlyough the kitchen
cno‘i: titened to the noise of
the hammering, saws and all
the inconvenience each of you
have gone through in order to
- eat with us these last two
months.

Cain
Thanks to Edwin
General Contractors, to' each
of his men wh,Q have been .on
the job every day, namely
Walter, Howard, Bill, Larry,
lion, John and Dan.

Thanks to all the subcontractors. Each of you did a
Splendid Job.

114ANKS A LOTH
You are, and always will be
welcome to the Palace, but
especially this Tuesday and
Wednesday. You are invited
to our OPEN HOUSE.

Lindy Carr

* Big Special! *
All Day Tuesday and Wednesday

Hamburger Steak
j,ith: Cole Slaw French Fries Hot Rolls

2

for the
price of

You Are Always First At....
16th & Chestnut
Streets

CE

Phone
753-7992
AM'

-^

-Awe,
r
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Aliens Urged
To Filt Out
Address Forms

MONDAY—JANUARY 22, 1973

RRAY , KENTUCKY

feeder cattle and part came
from feeding cattle to heavier
weights before marketing.
Cattle to be sold during the
first quarter of 1973 will conic
R.W. Ahern, District Director
mainly from those which were
of the Immigration and
in the 700-900 pound range for
Naturalization Service,
heifers in feedlots last October
Cleveland, Ohio, today urged'
I. Cattle in these two classes
aliens in the area who have not
totalled 3,809,000 head, or two
yet filled out alien address
percent less than at the samd
report forms to do so before
time in 1971.
January 31, in the nearest
The picture could change
and
Immigration
later on in the year, said
Naturalization Service Office or
Gamble. Cattle marketings
local Post Office.
later in the year will come from
The Immigration official
the lighter-weight cattle which
pointed out that the law
were identified in the October
requires all non-citizens except
report as being up 17 percent
persons in diplomatic status
from the same time the
--and -foreign-ter'esenUstives to
previous year.
certain tnternational
Gamble said fed cattle prices
organizations, such as the
during the first half of the year
United Nations, to repor,1_,their
should be„cLose to those of the
address to the Government
corresponding time in 1972,
each January .
when the Omaha avetrage NciS
.
The
r Mr. Ahern added,
$35.69 for the first quarter and
-parent or legal guardian of an
$36.02 for the secerid 'quarter.
alien child under fourteen years
Nesi officers have been named by the Ladies Auxiliary U. .he First District of Kentucky
The continued strong demand
of age must fill out the address
Association of Chiropractors. Standing, left to right, Mrs. G. C. Dunbar, vice-president, Wickliffe;
for beef and the present tenreport fwm for such a child in
Mrs. A. M Krause, program chairlady, Benton; Mrs. V. A. Barker, program chairlady, Fulton; Mrs.
dency of producers to feed
order to comply with the law."
Frank Hideg, state district representative. Paducah. Sedted, Mrs. ('harks Epstein, president,
cattle to heavier weights should
He declared: -We have tried
Calvert City; Mrs_ Bert Dover, secretary-treasurer, Hazel; and Mrs. T. G. Riddick, program
combine to spread cattle
to make it as convenient as
coordinator. Clinton. In addition to various other projects, the ladies have continued their pledge for
marketings over a longer period
possible for non-citizens to meet
support for a child in the Kentuckiana Center for Handicapped Children in I Amisv tile.
and partially offset the inthe
report
address
creased supply of fed beef.
requirements, and, in view of
lOWSVILLE—OfficiaLs
of
Fed Cattle prices are likely to
the serious penalties for willful
the 1973 National Farm
reach their 1973 high during the
violation, all persons subject to
Machinery Show Tractor
middle of the year, according to
the address report law are
Pulling Championship have
the UK economist. However he
urged to fulfill tilts' obligation
announced that all the 83.50 and
said this will depend on
before the end of January."
$3.00 tickets for the last two
marketing weights, and the
Mr. Ahern advised: •'It is
evenings of the contest are sold
easy for an alien to meet this
However, there are still 83.00
requirement The procedure
and $2.50 seats remaining for
MarMEADOW,
by
Samuel
technological
of
have
dangers
New
Books
for
children
allow
an
has been broadened to
the first two nights of the
schak. A little house set in a
alien to mail the address report just been received at the miracles 7-up
February
14-17 competition,
busy meadow sparks friendship
form to the nearest office of the Murray-Calloway County
and $3.50 tickets on sale for
BRIAN WILDSMITHS THE between the forest creatures. 2Immigration
and Library from the State
Wednesday. In addition, there
OF 4
DAYS
Naturalization Service. Or, as Department of Libraries, ac- TWELVE
are
83.00 seats on sale for
HOW THE DEVIL GETS HIS
in the past, the alien may obtain cording to librarian Margaret CHRISTMAS, by Brian WildThursday night.
smith. All the joy and hap- DUE,by Harold Berson. An old
the necessary form at any Trevathan.
Tickets may be obtained by
THE BEAR'S TOOTHACHE, piness of the holiday is vividly folktale in which the Devil finds
Immigration
and
sending
a certified check or
Naturalization Service Office or by David McPhail What would portrayed in this new edition of himself bested. PreS-3
nioney order with a stamped
IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING, by
Post Office, and after filling it you do with a tooache that keeps a traditional Christmas song.
OF
A Darrell A. Rolerson. Thad self-addressed envelope to
THE CASTLE
out, may still return it to the you from sleeping' Our young
National Farm Macpinery
clerk. Any non-citizen who is ill hero solves this problem in a THOUSAND CATS, by Harold works hard to buy a pet who Shoa
Tractor Pull Tickets, P.O.
• Longman. Miss Willoughby shares his childhood admay send a friend or relative to surprising way. PreS-3
Box tt179, Louisville, Kentucky
ventures.
1-5
kitten
with
CONTROL.
by
stray
BEYOND
takes in a
obtain the card for him and
4022:
LEAP BEFORE YOU IAX)K.
Seven somewhat surprising results.
after filling it out, follow one of Robert Silverberg
by Mary Stolz. The story of a
the procedures which I've just stories written to entertain and PreS-4
CLIMB A LONELY HILL, by young girl whose difficulties are
amuse -dealing with the hidden
mentioned "
Lilith Norman. Two youngsters presented by honesty, humor.
,find their vacation is turned into and compassion 7-up
a desperate fight for survival in
MAKE A WORLD, by Ed
the Australian bush. 6-10
Emberley. A simple but
THE CRYSTAL GRYPHON. complete how-to book on
by Andre Norton, An absorbing drawing. 1-3
novel of enchantment and high
MISS JASTER'S GARDEN'.
adventure by a master of by N. M. Bodecker. Miss
imaginative faction, 6-up
Jaster's garden produces
DOODLE 'AND THE GO- something quite unusual in
CART.by Robert Burch. Doodle Hedgie, the hedgehog, who isn't
has difficulty earning enough really a hedgehog. Pres-3
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky
money to purchase a go-cart. 4-7
PI.AY BALL. AMELIA. farmers are subject to selfFEATHER IN THE WIND,- BF:DELIA, by Peggy Parish. employment tax for 1/72 if their
by Doris Van lieu Foster. The Delightful Amelia is back, farm income is 8400 or more
story of a hurricane and the tiny standing in for a sick baseball Paul Niederecker,
District
gifts that may be left behind player. 1-3
Director of the Internal Revnue
one. PreS-3 REBECCA'S WAR, by Ann Service, has advised.
A FEW FAIR DAYS, by Jane Finlayson. Rebecca, fourteen
The self-employment tax rate
Gordam. A small town in and a rebel to the core, became is 7.5 percent with a maximiutt
England is the setting for involved wholeheartedly in the of 9675,000 and is in addition to
Lucy's childhood experiences. war when the British Army income tax
4-7
quarters soldiers at their home
A self-emploed farmer is one
FOR MA AND PA ON THE in .1777. 6-10
who operates his own business
THE SECRET OF THE or farm. A farmer is also
OREGON TRAIL*, 1844, by
Wilma Hays. John Sager, aged SACHEM'S TREE, by F. N. considered self-employed if he
thirteen, finds himself in Monjo. Halloween is the employs others to work his
command of the family wagon background for this historical farm, even though he does not
and his brothers and sisters on story of Americans seeking live on it himself
the difficult road West. 2-4 freedom. 2-3
A farmer must file a Federal
THE SESAME STORY income tax return and pay the
HOLDFAST, by John and BOOK. A collection of con- self-employment tax due if his
Patricia Beatty. Elizabethan' temporary favorites to delight net earnings from s selfBenton, Kentucky
England is the detailed setting and charm children. PreS-3
employment are $400 or more,
of this adventure tale of an Irish
THE TAKEN GIRL, by even if his gross income is less
Phone 527-5191
orphan plunged into court in- Elizabeth Gray Vining. John than otherwise required to. file a
Greenleaf Whittier is a major return.
trigues. 6-9
THE HOUSE IN THE character in this novel of
Quaker life in pre-Civil War
The self-employment tax for
Philadelphia. 5-up
1972 applies to a maximum of
UNCLE HARRY,by Gerlinde $9,000. But this figure is reduced
Schneider, Uncle Harry tries to by any wages from which Social
give away his cat but when he Security taxes were withheld.
finally finds someone to take
A special optional provision in
her, he is tempted to change his the law enables farmers to
mind. 1-3
acquire Social Security credits
WATER FOR DINOSAURS even if they have a loss after
AND YOU. by Roma Gans. Aieducting expenses.
An essential, eas3'-te4ead account
of
"Farm" as used in the
water—water
everywhere—in lakes, rivers, Federal tax law relating to
oceans, in the air and under the Social Security and selfground. 1-3
employment taxes, includes
dairy, poultry, fruit, fur=
WHAT EVER YOU WANT, stock,
animals, and truck
bearing
by Ulf Lafgren, Larry has a bad
farms, and also plantations,
day until he meets Ulbert who
nurseries.
takes him to the Cave of What- ranches, and
"F'armers's Tax Guide," IRS
Ever-YouWant. 1-3
Publication 225, furnishes more
WHO NEEDS ME?, by
detailed information on this
Florence Heide. A happy book subject. The booklet is available
designed to help a child realize
without charge from your
his place in the World. PreS-2 county agricultural agent or
YOUNG AND FEMALE, by IRS District office.
Pat Ross. Personal accounts of
turning points in the lives of
eight American women. 5-up
, •
• ,"
Tranaporualon hid,
Moodie road toll off
LANSING. Mich. ii PH -SYSINLI
1UPII
The Michigan Bicentennial
Anatralia's road toll for the first
Commission has asked that
nine months I 1972 has fallen
Michigan he designated the
noire than 7 per 1.0111, compared
tramp trialion center for the
%%jib 1114. efirresrsiodine irriod
rekbratitin of the nation's
1971."
21111th birthilas in PITt,
Figures released lo the
The detignation. if granted
hy IN- American
(:oniniiirosealth
Statlstician.
44t4140a1 Coal ni
.
,Pirti.AIMICILtbatAtiole"
Itraigin
sae"'
Am.:04W peraiwilv died in the
periorrthig efl r, compared eli
01 shyties, flenionstrations and
meetings on fiefs modes of
2,702 in thf: first pine nnintlis of
transportation for the Inoue
1971.
4'
LEXINGTON,
prices should remain strong
through the first half of 1973.
That is the outlook picture
provided by John Gamble,
Extension economist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Gamble pointed out that
consumer demand for z
rtid meat
-is rising, with the demand for
beef increasing faster than the
demand for most other foods.
Beef consumption has risen
sharply in the past 20 years, and
this trend is expected to continue. Per capita beef consumption in the U.S. rose from
63 pounds in 1950 to 113 pounds
in j1171. It has been estimated
that consumption could reach
as high as 136 pounds by 1980.
However, beef production
also cpntinues to rise, Gamble
noted! Cattle on hand in U.S.
feedlots last October 1 numbkred 12.457,000 head, up 10
percent from a year earlier.
Part of this increase came from
the placements of young, light

feedlot
of
number
replacements, higher feeding
costs, and higher animal
replacement costs.
What is the picture for feeder
calves? Prices for feeder calves
sold at special feeder calf sales
in Kentucky were at an all-time
high during 1972, noted Everette
Mackey, also a UK Extension
economist. Spring marketings
were heavier and prices higher
than anticipated. The average
price received for calves sold at
the 1972 spring vies was $39.70
per hundredweight, compared
to $32.89 in 1971.
Increased numbers of calves
were Sold
through special
feeder calf sales in the fall of
1972. Most sale averages were
in the range of $42 to $44"tiiii
hundredweight. The average
weight of the calves sold in the
sales was about 490 pounds.

There was a gradual price
increaSe for"mostgrades and
weight classes of calves sold in
the Special sales during the
period from August to midOctober. In October there was a
leveling off of prices and in
some instances a price decline of one to three dollars for small
calves.
Mackey said feeder calf
prices consistently moved up in
1972 because of high feeding
returns and the outlook for
continued strong beef prices.
The current strong feeder cattle
market reflects the increases in
fed cattle prices in recent years.
Based on the outlook for fed
cattle prices, the feeder calf
market for the first six months
Tit 1973 should remain firm or
possibly . show ,a limited
seasonal rise over prices at the
end of 1972, Mackey believes.

Some Tickets Sold
Out or Farm Show
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Use Of La
Helps Avoi
Error On F
LOUISVILLE—Tax
should be sure .to os
addressed label on
package they recei
mail, the Internal
Service said today.
The IRS can quick
income tax returns w
since the labels
necessary identif
formation,
said
Niederecker, Distric
for Kentucky.
The label can be
the tax package and
the tax return,
-If you name or a,
changed, make the
corrections, on the
lightly strike through
-preprinted inform
spokesman said. "If
refund due, this will :
delivery of the c
correct address," he
Taxpayers shout
certain to enter t
social security num
label before they
return.
The filing deadli
tax returns in April

CARLOS BLACK, JR.

PAIIMNG CONTRACTOR
1310 Dora, It

Phone 7515287

Farmers'
Tax Deadl
Is Approa
LOUISVILLE—Fa
earned at least
of their 1972 gross in
farming should file
declaration of
Federal individual
and pay the tax to,
January 15, 1971
1040 ES.
However, farm,
have to file a decla:
file their 1972 tax
pay all the tax due
1973, according
Niederecker, Distr
of Internal Revco,.
Welty.
Publication
Withholding and I
Estimated Tax.'
information on thi,
avi4aaa4e free at
district office.

Farmers
Subject
To Tax

402 No. 12th Street

Fishermen yvh4
receive at least
their gross income
follow the same :
mers. Mr Niedei

It was a pleasure
to have the opportunity
to roof your new addition.

C011611fITIMITIORS

Congratulations.....
THE

PALACE

Team

on the completion of your
addition and remodeling.
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,By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API —
The state has forfeited the
diconds of only nine of 799 strip
npining license holders for failure to reclaim the land properly.

Harris also said in instances
where operators prefer to plant
trees rather than grass, they
have been exempted until the
coming spring.
Hams' agency has been
hampered by a lack of field
agents to visit every mining op:But Torn Harris, adminis- eration. It has added 15 more
trator of the n,ew Department men for a total of 40 who now
of Natural Resources and Envi- roam the eastern and western
ronmental Protection, said the
lotv figure since the state's
widely-heralded "crackdown"
last summer does not give the
true picture.

LOUISVILLE—Taxpayers .
should be sure.to use the preaddressed label on the tax
package they receive in the
mail, the Internal Revenue
Service said today.
The IRS can quickly process
income tax returns with labels,
since the labels contain
necessary identifying inPaul
said
formation,
Niederecker, District Director
for Kentucky.
The label can be peeled from
"The goal was to get the 'tunthe tax package and placed on
ers to start reclaiming the land
the tax return.
accomplished
"If you name or address has and this has been
scale," he said.
changed, make the necessary on a wide
corrections, on the label and
The 799 surface mining lilightly strike through the wrong eenses involved $7,198,000 in
'preprinted information," a bonds.- Sortie' 6perators -held
spokesman said. "If you have a several licenses and therefore
refund due, this will help insure posted more than one bond. the -.delivery of the check to the amount depending oo the size .
of the strip mining project.
correct address," he added.
Taxpayers should also be
Gov. Wendell Ford announced
certain to enter their correct
social security number on the the campaign to boost reclamalabel before they file their tion in response to criticism by
conservationists of allegedly
return.
The filing deadline for 1972 lax practices by the previous
administration.
tax returns in April 6. 1973.
Harris said that in the cases
of the forfeited bonds the operators simply refused to seed or
rearrange disturbed land.
He said another 22 licenseholder will find their bonds
forfeited after the agency
finishes current hearings
The huge remainder of operaotrs either have performed the
LOUISVILLE—Farmers who required recta mations V. ill do so
earned at least two-thirds in coming months, he said
of their 1972 gross income from
Harris said 198 bonds have
farming should file their 1972
''released"—that is, the
been
declaration of estimated
state has judged the reclamaFederal individual income tax
tion complete and lifted the opand pay the tax by Monday,
erators' responsibtility.
January 15, 1973, using Form
The remaining 570 license
1040 ES.
holders have nothing to worry
releases
- However, farmers do not about and will get
finished
_ have to file a declaration if they when their work is
he said.
i file their 1972 tax return and properly and inspected,
completed
have
either
All
1,
March
by
due
pay all the tax
and are
1973, according to Paul seeding or foresting
season for
Ntederecker, District Director awaiting the growing
or else will or
of Internal Revenue for Ken- a formal release,
to the state a
submitted
have
tucky.
reclamation
505, "Tax specific plan on
Publication
done
be
will
it
when
and
of
Declaration
Withholding and
Estimated Tax," furnishes
mformation on this subject. It is
eterinariair needed
avgilattle free at yap' IA§
ITAVP.It' Calif: It Pit :—
district office.
There are 26,000 .eterinarians
in the I nited State. and 42.11011
Fishermen who expect to %ill
be needed to tend ill
receive at least two-thirds of animals by the end of the
their gross income from fishing 1070s, according to estimates
follow the same rules as far- by the National Academy of
Sciences.
mers. Mr. NiedereCker said.

Farmers'
Tax Deadline
Is Approaching

Teamwork Pays Off! ---it takes a strong, well-coordinated team to put the Doily
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day it is published.
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•
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exacti put the world in your mailbox! Mail this coupon before March 3, 1973.
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months," Harris said.

State Forfeits Only Nine Of Strip Mining Licensees' Bonds

Use Of Label
Helps Avoid
Error On Form

• -

Kentucky coal fields.
Harris said he hopes that by
June, one year after the reclamation drive started, all surface mining reclamation will be
current.
He indicated his strategy has
been to convince operators reclamation is in everybbdy's interest and the sooner it's accomplished, the better.

"I have tried to ,be consistent
in both forfeitures and mine
operation suspensions I regardless of who it was," he said.
"The people in the mountains
of passing nevi s..
has.. a
they know when there's a un.
iform kind of inspection.
when one gets fined, they' all
know it."
Harris said the pattern of

fines and suspensions against he said, he has only had to disstrip miners for technical viola- cipline four operators.
tions makes him optimistic
He cited one formerly lagabout the related matter Of
gard firm which, after mining
reclamation.
470 acres, decided to seed 1,170
From last Aug.. 12 to Oct. 12, acres.
he said, he suspended or shut
"When we got on them they
down temporarily 29 strip mining operations for various viola- hired no less than five environmental specialists and got the
tions.
whole lob done in only two
From (kt. 12 to the present

sis
Other operators, he added,.
are proudly displaying the latest equipment for ,stechng the
mined land.
"The main point is that many
of them are now thinking about
grading and reclamation at the
same time they're thinking
about getting that coal out of
the ground," Harris said. "This
is the very thing we want
done."

Balinese
take life
.,
striae
in

BALI — The average wage
is under $5 a mogt. late work_i
in the rice pad&es is'ItAdioue"
and back-brealung. The first
street lights in the main town
of Denpasar just went in this
year. Only eight villages on
Bali have any electricity at
all.
Less than 10 years ago the
great volcano Gunung Agung
erupted and lulled more than
1,500 Balinese. Many more
than that — probably about
40,000 -- were murdered in a
mad ore' that began as a
Communist purge in 1965.
Despite such travails, the
Balinese are serene, healthy,
gracious, devout, exuberant,
industrious, and honest They
are also among the world's
handsomest and most talented people. It is enough to
make the rest of us wonder
where we went wrong.
Bucknunster Fuller, who
comes here from America
every couple of years, is a 1
heavy thinker and he thinks
about the Balinese One thing
he thinks is that they have
(Seated a unique society that
works. But not even Fuller
can quite tell you why
This is a far side of the
Americans' world of which
most of us know even less
than we suspect. Our image of
Indonesia itself is vague. It is
a group of more than 3,000 islands along the equator between Asia and Australia. Its
population of more than 124
million ranks it as the fifth nation on earth. Bali is a ttny
speck of Indonesia, one of legendary beauty, fertile and
green, 90 miles long and no
more than 55 miles wide.
Islam arrrues swept through
Indonesia in the 16th Century.
The strongest princes and
priests, accomparued by musicians and dancers, poets
and artists, took refuge on the
island of Bali. The heritage
has not withered
Dutch explorers in search of
spices built an empire in Indonesia but for years the treacherous reefs on Bali spared
these shores. The Dutch did
not occupy Bali until 1882. The
Japanese came in World War
II, and after them the war of
Indonesian independence that
ousted the Dutch. On their
own under former President
Sukarno, the Balinese endured a bloodbath that began
as a purge of known COITIMUrusts and deteriorated into a
slaughter of brother by
brother
Now a Javanese is governor
of Bali. There is great fear of
the military. Yet Gen. Suharto. the president of Indonesia,
- is spoken of with respect while
Europeans talk of vast corruption.
Njoman Oka, a Dutchschooled father of 10, will tell
the visitor who presses him on
such matters that the
civilians had their turn to run
Indonesia and now it is the
generals' turn.
-Will it ever be the people's
turn'''. I asked.
His smile was wide. "Oh,
'no," he said. ''That is not to be
expected."
Oka himself is the major
link between this mystic island and the English-speaking
world. Because of his fluent
English and his stature on the
island, the Jakarta govern- .
ment has assigned him to.
tourist liaison. Swathed in
batik, patient and serene, he
rides the little tourist buses as
they careen over Balr's primitive roads seeking village festivals and dances, joyous cremation parades in which the
corpse is carried aloft in lavish wooden towers, or adolescent tooth-filling ceremonies.
It is Oka who works with the
Hotel Bali Beach to guide visitors to the proper village on
its festival day, to employ the
island as a setting for a living
folk drama through which the
visitor wanders, dazed at the
, simple opulence of shrine and
--temple, the yen* of the people, and their dedication be
song.. and dance, drama and
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Soybean
Association
To Hold Meet

REGULATORY SIGNS

OLD

MADISONVILLE, KY
Soybean seed supplies, exports,
state production and foreign
market development will be the
featured topics at the Kentucky
Soybean Assn annual meeting.
Feb. 6, at the Ramada Inn herb,
according to James Esche,
Henderson, state association
president.
Speakers for the day-long
meeting that starts at 9 a.m. are
Dennis Tekrony, University ,of
Kentucky seed specialist;
Kenneth Norwood, Cook Industries represen tive on the
exporters'
point;
arks
Barrthar
an of the Coll e of
Agriculture, University of
Kentucky, on the importance of
this crop to the state; and Ralph
Jackson, American Soybean
Assn. ASA; executive vicepresident on market development.

DO NO1
ENTER

NEW

DO NOT
ENTER

1`5il

NO

Modern Office S
sq. ft.-first floor
heating, air,
furnished, parkin
If interested
Western
Dark
Tobacco
G
Association, To
Building, 206-20
Street, Murray,
lets. 753-3341-3342

SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
company's need Certified SemiDrivers. Earn $3004400 per week.
NW - eiperience necessary-7-4.dttrain. For application call 317of
rite CtiaiiLikiiiY_ 'American Systems.. P.0.. Box
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
46201.
J25C

RIGHT,
TURN
NO
TURN

F•OUlt ROOM house
near Coldw atee'Pho
5449.
TWO BEDROOM t
pletely furnished.
South 16th Street.
month. Phone 7

CAR CLEAN up help needed
Must be experiended l'hone 7538103.
J22C•

GUIDE AND
SERVICE SIGNS

The'Smithsonian Institution
in II is,hington. D.C. w as
established by An of Congress+
on Aug 10, 1846.
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HEY Gliti.S!!Try our part tune
work. Three hours a day or
evening. Car necessary. $50.00 a
week extra money. For home
interview write Kirksey, Ky.,
P.O. Box 45.
J22C

NICE QUITE four
rushed apartment
central heat and air
Private entrance P
4591.
NICE APARTMEN
cabinets. No pets.
month Call after 5:
8333.

AVON CAN brighten- your lifewith extra cash you can earn as
an Avon Representative. It's a
great way to end money worriesselling our famous products in
your spare time. Call: 443-3366
Collect.
ESC.

e
l
Marion

F COULD
OMR 400'170
SENC AE FLOWERS
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• IT?

FOR RENT

FOR REN

Es+.
on Tomei expressway ieeding to Tokyo
Backed
span, are t ese
TR
tf
$
drivers who are trying to get through tollgate In Japan cars are driven on let' side 01 the
road opposite the American system Jam occurred at end of Japanese holiday season

HELP WANTED
MALE HELP wanted. Apply in
person, no phone calls please.
Murray Home & Auto Store,
Chestnut Street,
J24C
SECURITY GUARD wanted,
5 00 p.m.--I:00 a.m., two or three
night per week. Ideal job for
retired person. Apply at personnel office Murray Calloway.
County Hospital
J22C

YIELD

A business meeting will follow
the annual meeting, F:sche said.
The public is invited to attend.
The state soybean association
is an affiliated member of ASA
representing all soybean
grbwers on foreign
market
development programs,
research and government
policies.

Y OFF/

No

Rent A f
Blue Lu
SHAM PO

ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES! If
you have three hours a day or
evening, you can make $50.00 a
week Use of car necessary. For
personal
interview
write
Kirksey, Ky., P.O. Box 45. J22C

WE
Home

New highway signs now are appearing on Kentucky's streets and roads. Designed to
increase traffic safety by eliminating contradictions and confusion, the standardized
signs combine colors, symbols and shapes which are used with the same meaning
throughout the world. The change to these symbol signs in the U.S. has been
prompted by research which proves that drivers react more quickly and comprehend
longer' messages in symbols than in words. The Kentucky Department of Highways is
replacing all signs on a maintenance basis. Changes must be completed by Dec. 1974,
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Certificate Of Title Measure
Suggested To Curb Auto Thefts
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Crinic Information Center and stripped that it becomes little
improved training techniques more than a 3.000-pound
among all law enforcement paperweight. Recovery- of a
agencies is helpful in curtailing shell of a car located at the
auto theft," he continued. -The bottopi of a river is not overly
anti-theft devices on newer cars helpful to the owner. although it
developed by manufacturers is creates favorable statistic's,"
helpful
But inadequate
Mr. _Gilliland pointed out that
legislation negates much of the certificate of title legislation is
effectiveness of these im- one means of thwarting auto
provements, and recovery of theft rings in re-selling vehicles
stolen cars has declined.••
by making phony paperwork
Mr. Gilliland noted that more difficult. Alabama. Maine
between
1967 and
1971. and Kentucky are the only three
Louisville's auto theft rate had states without such laws
stabilized, and that the number
"The closing of these
of thefts dropped sharply in
1972. But even with this loopholes will help prevent auto
decrease, the city's auto theft theft in other states, also," he
rate is more than 2'2 times the continued. "Many theft rings do
their stealing and selling
national average.
Auto thefts in Kentucky elsewhere, but use fraudulent
declined for the fourth straight Kentucky certificates to assist
year, but Kentucky still has the in plying their illegal trade."
highest theft rate in the East
The NAIR executive stated
South Central region.
'Even 'when vehicles are that certificate of title laws
recovered," Mr. Gilliland said, would stop many Kentuckians
"the car often is so badly. from being victimized in purchasing
stolen
cars
unknowingly.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

LOUISVILLE-Certificate of
title legislation was suggested
as a means of curbing auto
thefts (ri Kentucky by an
National
execuni.. of the
Automobile Theft Bureau.
Speaking before the monthly
meeting of the Louisville and
Crime
Jefferson
County
Commission recently, Paul
Gilliland, manager of NATB's
recently formed National
Systems Division, pointed out
that while the number of auto
thefts has leveled off countrywide, the percentage of
vehicle recoveries continues to
drop.
•'NATB. law enforcement
agencies and manufacturers
have banded together to work
toward making auto theft more
difficult," Mr. Gilliland, a 10year member of the Ohio Highway - Patrol before joining
NATB, said.
"Computerized data available to law enforcement
agencies from the National
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PART TIME or full time help
wanted. Apply in person at
Jerry's ,South 12th Street. J26C

The Wishm
TWO BEDROOM
washer and dryer
miles east of Murr
5562.

WANTED LADY to stay with
elderly from 10:00 a.m. till 3:00
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Phone 753-1959.
J23C

DUPLEX APAR
bedrooms, central
ceramic tile bath
dryer hook up, •
$125.00 per month
Phizne 7s3-rao

YOUNG MAN to operate dish
machine approximately A) hours
weekly . Must be free to work
nights and weekends. No phone
calls Apply Colonial House
Smorgastsiril
J30C

TRAILERS FOR
of Murray. Phone

PEST CONTROL
AVEKAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminahng, Company. Phone 753-9286
F15C

AUTOS F's'
1965 NOVA SS, r
Hooker headers.
Hurst shifter, 456 r
sell Phone 753.77 ;

Louisville Dog
Show Richest
In Country

LOUISVILLE-Already the
nation's richest, Louisville
Kennel Club's Derbytown Dog
Show will offer still more money
prizes this year The show has
been nominated by dog writers.
dog judges ahd handlers as the
best in the country three of the
past four years
'the show is scheduled for the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville February.
25. The prestigious canine
eoilipetition will be precelled by
eight specialty dogs shows
"The hard-oorking motorist i single breeds competing
should have better protection' against each other) the day
before purchasing a car which, before the show and four breed
next to his home, often is the fun matches the afternoon prior
most expensive property he
to the event.
purchases," Mr. Gilliland said.
Cash prizes won at the 1972
"Unless registration laws in
show exceeded $4,500. Total
Mentor hy are- tightened. - 1111T-TS awards this year should surpass
denied this right.
$5,000.. club officials estimate.
Three
thousand
dogs
•Thli most important inrepresenting 120 different
surance impact of .reducing
registered breeds are expected
auto thefts is the price a COD.'
to vie for the $500..best in show
!AMC(' must pay for his U0111money and $4,500 in class,
prchensive coverage." he
variety, breed and group
continued. "The more los.ses
awards.
ihsurance coMpanies must
The cash _ prizes with an
absorb, the more Morlti the
policy-holder must pay for his aggregate unprecedented in
shows held under American
insurance protection.
Kennel Club rules, will be in
-'1'hus, if certificatiT-iirlitk. addition to hundreds of
legislation can make auto theft . trophies.
"Exhibitors familiar with the
more difficult afXi give law
t•nforcement officials the tools Louisville show know that it is
they need 'to stymie auto theft held With the largest floor space
rings, it' will. be the individual and the finest accommodations
Ki,'tltut-Ty thotorisvirk-,heitati; anywhere in the world," I.KC
president Ellis G.' Williams
in the long run."
said. "Besides Freedom Hall
Before becoming manager of
we have leased the adjoing west
the -National Sy:steitis Division
vilfignf the Reposition complex
List . autUlim. which handles and
a large part of the pas/Blinn,
Jesearch of auto theft trends giving
us abed seven acres of
,71*1 training of NAM perindnor space:"
sonnel. Mr. 'Illiland had been
The show will be under Bie
a
nirrrirtr
iatiffMailtrgetr'
Wes-ttrn . • Division since 19%
Organization of' Auburn, he
after five years as a.
diana. Entries'closeFebruary
agent ter NATB in Ohio:
7.

1966 SIMCA. Body
damn. Good
Phone 753-8637.
1966 CAPRICE.
conditioned. Call
1963 CHEVRO
overhauled eng
Phone 436-5575 af
J22NC
1966 BUICK Wit
air, low milea
. condition. Phone
- 3:00p.m.
1964 FORD. Mec
6 cylinder, stra••
fishing and hunt
753-8404 or
I
Ken.
1964 CHEVROI
Phone owner 7
1970 VOI.KSWA(
white interior.0
to sell. Phone Be
7732.
1969 GTO, 400 cu
pioney for schoo
Bogner, Apart
Apartments

NEAR MINrco
1958 Ford Fair
30,000 actual in
Phone 753-5208 af
J22C
1972 DATSUN
accessories. 4.111
0290.
1987 TIAT)TA •
Would consider
Can be seen at
Street,
1966 FORD Fa'
running conditii
:••••
.

1965 MUSTANC,
four'speed. See
Main Street.
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75`3°11 16Sell It With A Classified Ad
FOR RENT

SERVICES OFFERE.D

FOR RENT

GUTTERS INSTALLED
repaired. Phone 9011 6427229.

Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Dark
Fired
Western
Growers
Tobacco
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels. 753-3341-3342
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FOR SALE

Another View la
J23P

MAN NEEDS WORK. Experienced in various fields.
Phone 435-5173.
JZ3C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

BY OWNER; four bedroom
home, with large den, large
-private patio, utility room, maple
, garbage
FOUR ROOM house on highway cabinets, dishwasher
Close to Carter- and
disposal.
'Phone46Coldwater'
near
J2.5P Middle Schools. Priced to sell.
)449.
Bank loan available to right
person Phone 753-1822 days, or
comtrailer,
rwo BEDROOM
TFC
nights.
753-6342
pletely furnished. Located 908
South 16th Street. $75.00 per
ACRES, with four bedroom
J22C
month. Phone 753-8669.
house, all electric heat, and oi1
stove, insulated storm windows,
NICE QUITE four room fur- garage, utility room and fruit
nished apartment, carpeted, closet and wash house, 12'x20',
central heat and air and garage. one mile east , New Providence.
Private entrance. Phone 753Also 4 acres at New Concord; five
J24C bedroom brick veneer house, all
4591.
NICE APARTMENT with lots of electric, insulated, air concabinets. No pets. Only $65.00 a ditioned, wall to wall carpeting,
month Call after 5:00 p.m. 753- carport, garage, utility. Priced
to sell. Call for appointment,
8333.
J23P
Gardie Jones 436-2353.

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAM POOER

II I DON'T PRETEND TO UNDERSTAND PHASE
3. 1 DIDN'T UNDERSTAND PHASE 1 EITHER.11
SERVICES OFFERED

DINING TABLE with matching
buffett and 4 ladder back chairs.
J27C
Phone 753-5803.
325 POUND listed boar hog
J24(
Phone 753-4016.
•

SERVICES OFFERED

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

rREOSOTF,D POLES and penLi
treated lumber Also styrofoan
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company. 104 __Maple
J24C
Street
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As Of midnight. Friday, December 8, 1972,
ed
the Murray Natural Gas. System terminat
for
ons
applicati
new
any
the acceptance of
,
service of any kind.
It is permissable to replace any old gas
appliance, but no additional gas appliances
is
can be added even though the customer
gas.
using
already
To help conserve gas, any custower having
a gas light and would like for it to be turned.'"
off. may do so by calling the Murray Natural
Gas System.

Murray Natural Gas System
Phone 753-5626

About Our
Aluminum Sheets

25c each

I

The Ledger & Times
103 N 4th Street
Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-1916
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If You

Is Doing It Aga,
CLOSED WED.
.0. to prcpare for Thur.Sale
•t•

-

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
Radio,
University. Electric heat, wall to
BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh CAMPER TOP, 30". For long
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
If No Results:
hearinvidbatteries for all make ivide bed. Nice. $150.00 Phone
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
of closet space and built-in
J24C
Drugs.
Wallis
J24P
hearing aids.
Phone
753-9'236
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartMEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
ment has living room, bedroom.
"NEVER USED anything like
kitchen and bath with shower.
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
WESTERN AUTO
it," say users of Blue Lustre iASURANCE: Homeowners,
Well insulated with rockwool in
Before 5:00 p.m.,
.
Ph.
621-2932
MO.
LOUIS,
ST.
carpet cleaner Rent electrte Farmowners and Mobile Homes. Murray Home
and
doors
the ceiling, storm
Home of
Low
broad
rates,
coverage,
Then
shampooer $1.00 Big K. Belaire
windows. Good investment
Eteellent claim service. Check
t Shopping Center
,
&
Auto
property for only $25,500.00.
The Wishing Weli
After 5:30 p.m. and
J27(• with us before you buy. Galloway
Including two electric table top ATTENTION Interested in a job COLLEGE.GRADUATE desires
taste. Melt t•Vi•
&
Realty
Agency.
Insurance
Until 6:30 p.m.
2 electric as guard. Experienced and good part time work, nights and
tat Ill•111 I VS l•
Phone 753-5842
TWO BEDROOM house with hot water heaters,
February 7C
labor
manual
Prerer
electric
Saturdays.
2
and
Eight
stoves
up
references. Contact Robert at
753-2571
washer and dryer hook
NYLON COUCH, in real good
I hest nut SI.
Phone 753-6012 after 5 00 p.m.
furnished Benton,call collect. 527miles east of Murray Phone 436- refrigerators. Also
conditioirCheap. Phone 75324 Gnelx443071 J23C
J22P with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with 743.
J22NC J22('
J23C,
5562
7501.
8 chairs Now renting for $2,400.00
MOBILE HOME. 1972 model,
per year. Shown by appointment
15's• BOAT, motor and trailer, 45 12'165', two bedroom, all electric
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753•
H.P. electric start motor. $225.00. and air conditioning Phone 753bedrooms, central heat and air,
Spiders
sTionnite
7278.
TFNC
J23P 9654.
J23C
and
Phone 492-8170.
washer
bath,
tile
ceramic
the hook up, built in stove.
Eat Your
SINGER SEWING machine,
$125.00 per month plus utilities. 190 ACRES; near 1-24, Barkley
TFC I.ake State Lodge and golf
portable, one year. old, perfect
Phbrie 733-7850
condition. Bronzeware, service
course, only one mile to Cadiz
Hwy 641 Nortphhone 753
for 12. China, service for 12, plus
Roaches
0
TRAILERS FOR rent 1, mile east and two miles to lake. Paved
-0880
serving pieces. 16" RCA portable
Germs
Carry
of Murray. Phone 753-9957. J30C road,city water, $399 00 per acre
0
GET RID OC
0
TV. Phone 753-7140 all dc.
10 per cent down, up to 6 years on
0
/ FOC • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
IKSTS
and after 330 p
Estates
Grass
Saturday
Blue
balance.
AUTOS FOR SALE
weekdays.
P.O Box 282, Murray, Ky.
• PLUMBING • PARTS-• COLEMAN,:
J25C
Cannot be duplicated.
at
engine,
DUO-THERM & 1NTERTHERM FURNACE/
1965 NOVA SS. red. 283
MOBILE HOME. 1970, tw
Hooker headers, 4-speed with
0
.
•
ii
bedroom-,----22'x65', carpeted,
Hurst shifter, 456 rear end. Must
0
/
Do not Ix. deeeiied • I r.rrniteS Met 24 hours a day the year
double glass doors, den, split
J22C
WANTED!
sell. Phone 753-7736.
for
al
essenti
0
Mobile
become
has
It
0
„
m
and
5u
round.
mer.
in
Winter
window
level kitchen, and bay.
Real Estate Listings
0
0 Homes to be tied down!!
living room, utility room and
WILSON REAL ESTATE
1966 SIMCA. Body in good con0
Extra
building.
0
outside
storage
292 S. 4th
753-3263
dition. Good running condition_
i See Us FOC . . .
0
nice. Shown by appointment only.
DELAY
YOU
DAY
"EVERY
J23C
Phone 7534637.
0
J31C
Phone 753-9675.
Central Shopping Center
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
0
1966 CAPRICE, all power, air Two bedroom furnished house
Phone 753-5865
J23C with living room, kitchen, utility
COMPLETE SET of World Book
conditioned. Call 489-2363
encyclopedias and three yearroom arid bath, paneled walls,
0
books. Like new. Phone 753and
windows
storni
heat,
newly
electric
ET,
CHEVROL
1963
DiGITAI. PROPORTIONAL 5LW!
11010
11101L
~L.WWW
\WILII
\
\WI
,123C
6588.
Mum. Is'.
overhauled engine $100 00. storm doors, newly painted
channel, with servose receiver
109S. 13th Street
Large lot 93'z•x140'. Now renting
Phorst• 753-3914 Da'. or Nile
Phone 436-5575 after 5 00 p.m
Phone 753-3781 between 5:00 and
•••••••••414i•41•••••••••••
•
•
•••
•
Electric 600p.m.
.f.4- $100.00 per month. Priced for
• J22P
GENERAL
17'
.122N('
Years
20
Over
Operated
and
Owned
Home
Including
ice
ft2,750.00.
at
with
sale
quick
refrigerator-freezer
. .•
maker. CoppertOrie Like new,
1966 BUICK Wildcat, all power, 4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitState of Kentucky
by
Licensed
S ALUMINUM gutters
SEAMI.ES
electrii
piano.
chairs,
with
Excellent
table,
chen
Concordia
mileage.
Upright
air, low
red and installed by.
r Member Chamber of Commerce $25000
in good condition, $150.00 Gas nianuLactu
condition. Phone 753-8678 after stove, electric refrigerator
Installation.
Gutter
Atkins
J22C Shown by appointment only.
logs, 30-, includes shut off valve
3:00p.m.
ING & and steel grate lake new. $35.00. Murray. phone 753-8407 or 753REFINISH
JERRY's
Phone John Pasco,Jr., 753THREE COLLEGE girls need
•
J25C
TENC
(7ustem Built Furniture, 6 miles Two double beds, springs, 8992.
•
1964 FORD. Mechanically sound. 7278.
Jobs badly. Will do baby-sitting,
•
641
Hwy.
on
Murray
of
South
915.00
,
headboards
ttresses.
nia
•
J22C
6 cylinder, straight shift. Good
767-6123.
Phone
etc.
•
BEAUTIFUL 1.0T for immediate cleaning
J221' NI('E BUILDING for body or
Jerr)' McCoy, bwner. I-502i 492- each. Phone 436-5503
fishing and hunting car. Phone
city
near
comclean up shop. Has air
hours:
building, Sharpe St.,
TFC
8837.
7534404 or 753-6809, as for
city
pressor arid hoist furnished. Also
J22C park. shopping center,
Ken.
has natural gas. Phone 753IAXST & FOUND
school, hospital, university .
FRESS ESTIMATE on septa
J22(•
ITC
.
3018
(A-549-2494
Phone
753Phone
.
installation
tank
Air
1964 CHEVROLET Bel
1972 South Marshall girl's
LOST.
model,
7850.
J25C
MOBILE HOME, 1964
Phone owner 753-0208.
high school ring, initials CLN.
air conTEN, TWENTY or fifty acres of
South I.G.A. 10•x56•, electric heat,
of
vicinity
in
Lost
KELLY'S TERMITE and Peal
ditioning, washer, carpet, unJ23C
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, blue with good land on Highway 94„, East.
753-6314.
Control, phone 753-3914. 100 South Phone
derpenning, porch, and step.
white interior. One owner. Priced Good crop allotments. Phone 753you
day
J23C
-Every
J22C
Street.
13th
'
4091.
527Benton
to sell. Phone
Phone 753-9941.
FOUND LADY'S silver bracelet
J25P
delay lets bugs have their
7732.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*****•••••••••
May
TFC near First Christian Church,
way."
HOME
E
house.
COMPLET
briek
THREE BEDROOM
p'riiiihing. DUNE BUGGY, fiberglass body.
r 6 do(i;s(
gftaend
1iinia
'ca717
phvoeneb7y5
ha
1969 GTO, 400 cubic inches. Need two miles east of Murray. Phone
rebuilt motor and transmission.
ING
REMODEL
MUSIC
additions'
you
FOR
AI.I.
Dean
J24P
money for school. Contact
J22C
753-8819.
Phone 753-4016.
Montgomery Ward
or
J22N(•
l
residentia
remodeling,
Bogner. Apartment 9, Hales
•
-FREE
/01 (
Free
old.
or
New
.
1P
commercial
February
Apartments
Pianos-Organs
Sate, Wednesday nowY•
CARPORT SALE 805 Olive
WANT TO BUY
FOR RENT
753-6123.
Call
estimates.
- -See why more people buy
ESTIMATE
10 percent off all Returned
Street, anytime between 7:00
TEC
Wurlitter than joy other
Goods
piano Sales Sallice Rental
a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Window s.
SHOP FOR rent near Midway.
Open fill 7 00 P
NEAR MINrcondition, beautiful Phone 753-5311.
purchase Practice piano and
J25C
doors, electric wall heaters,
Antique Clocks
studios J & B Music Center
1958 Ford Fairlane 500 Sport.
fixelectrical boxes, plumbing
Murray, Ky 753 7575
GENERAL HOUSE wiring
30,000 actual miles. New tires.
753-0961
tures other odds and ends. J22(.•
We buy and sell old clocks,
BEDROOM efficiency
to•
ONE
job
No
rework.
WANTED RIDE to Mayfield.
or
Installation
p.m.
Phone 753-5208 after 5:00
eases, works and parts.
for
apartment, partial utilities paid.
Jim
Repair.
Call
and
or
Working hours 8:00 a.m. till 4:30
too
small.
big
TUNING
PIANO
.122C
Over 150 in stock. We
SINGLE BED, complete and Jerry Cain., 753-8712. Registered p.m. Phone 753-3484.
.122C
Februar
For girls only. Phone 753436-2159.
estimate,
Service.
REPAIR
JOHN'S
,repair clocks. J & B Music
clean. Used only 6 months by craftsman Piano Technician
9741.
19N('
and
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
J22C
Center. 753-7575.
child. Phone 753-2443.
TFC
1972 DATSUN 240-Z white, all
Guild.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753miles
accessories. 4,000
TFC
nights.
HOMELITE CHAIN saws
J22P COMPLETEI X
FURNISHED 753-7625
0290.
WANTTO BUY living room suite
Wisidstilaw and Loci' Shop, 207
Music Lessons
two bedroom house trailer. $75.00 WILL STAY with elderly person,
and electric range. A/sori
February 20(•
Professional teachers of
7th Street
Hales
South
in
Located
753Phone
provide
Can
fixtures.
1967 TOYOTA station wagon per month.
night.
bathroom
or
Piano. organ, voter, guitar
Available day
Court.
Model 1.1•G-300
J22('
accordion, drums and band
9773
Would consider trading for VW. Trailer
Call collect 522references.
NCE
APPLIA
instruments .1 8. B Music
Model 1 F'0-300
TOY PODDLE- puppies. 6 weeks
J23NC
Can be seen at 916 North 18th February 1. Phone 436-2224. J231' 3167.
753
Ce ler. Murray, Ky
.125c.
old. ARC registered. Lovable
SPRAY PAINTING
757
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Street.
1 38" ea.
pets for young or old. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM house, modern ANYONE NEEDING housework
J22C
shower,
'
,
p.m.
3:30
after
space,
7876
TONING -Repair
PIANO
1T('
1966 FORD Fairlane 500. Good kitchen, dining
Gold, Avacado,
done pleasecall 753-9304
For Sale or Lease
rebuilding. Prettript. experL ser
running condition. Good second two bath, large utility room,4,
Store Doing
vrocery
c
Coppertone, White
REDEICE„ SAFE & fast stiUi vice. 15 years expegience. Rebuilt
Good Business and Living
(-tile floors'. EIrctric`heat,
CAL.0011e-liP46110a= • j21C
sa.11441,4k1fit,Lçukfl.
Quarters
opollesg Tablets & E-yar "water pianos for- sale. Ben W. Dyer. Northside
elet7fTrIVItirreer '••areIRILLa
and
dirt
also bank gravel; Till
O Bost 521, Murray, k T
P,
olland Drug Store, 109 S'. Murray. Kentucky. l'hone 753- Shopping rciiter Ph.• 753-2t1
753-9382'0r 753-6995
.
. • 1965 MUSTANG convertible, 299 Kirksey areA. Priced- reasonable.
.
loosed. Phone .Hardin. 354-8138,
Trade• In
.124(• 8911
489Phqpe
•
.
.preferred.
1505
at
Pamily
Diers
four'speed. See Jeff
or 354-8161 after 5.00p ni.' TPC
J24C
.1221' 2405
Main Street.

- DIRECT SERVICE

TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands

753-1916

753-7278

.------..„,•
.-.....
.......
.......
.......
•f
i MOBILE IHI-011):A REPAIR 10

Pd Towers
1
Rotors
Antennas
Wholesale Prices

Protect Your Home!

TV Service
Center

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

the
ille
Dog
ney
has
ers.
the
the

NOTICE

* Please Notice *

CALL

e-----4"hrae•

753-1916

NOTICE

FOR SALE

EIGHT PIECE Italian dining
Tl
SALE' Price subject to room suite, only' one year old.
stock on hand. Sale ends Reason for
selling, bought a
Saturday, January 27. Best nylon trailef. Phone 753-0592.
J24C
tubeless ithite wall tires Armstrong makes, your choice of 30" TOPPER for pickup truck.
sizes 775. 825, or 855 by 14" or 15". lake new. Phone.
153-2720. J22P
Only $15.71, plus $2.52federal tax.
Best 4 ply polyester white wall KIRBY- vActrum:-in-, upright
Armstrong makes. Your choice shag rug specialist that adjusts to
of sizes F. C, or 1178 by 14" or 15". all carpets. For sales and service
Only $17.34, plus $2.81 federal tax. phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
Best polyester glass belted white 5:00p.m.
February 19C
stall tires Armstrong makes.
Your choice•of sizes, F. G, or 1178
hy• 114" or 15". $20.98, plus $3.01 FIREWOOD: for sale. Any
federal lax. Best polyester steel 'length. Will deliver. Phone 436belted uhite wall tire Arnistrong 2263. Large refrigerator, t%vo
makes. N'our choice of sizes F, G, years old. Also automatic
J221'
or 1178 by 14." or 15". Only $24.01, washer. Phone 436-2263.
-plus 42.74 federal tax.--All -tirea
carry road hazard and defective
material guarantee Roby Sales,
J27C
68. Benton,
Highw

and

Call

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

Hurricane Straps and Anchors
0
: "Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center'

0
0

N -O -T -I-C-E

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Service will be Interrupted
9:00 a.m
between the
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few
days. We appreciate your patience.

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

Murray Cablevisioni

Bill Houghton

Lowrance
Fish Locator

MYHILL & WILSON

I .•.•

Murray Home
8 Auto Store

1

•
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Kentucky Roundup
FT CAMPBELL, Ky AP The conunanding general of Ft.
Campbell has announced plans for a masa expansion of an 18month-old education program for soldiers.
Maj. Gen. J. H. Cushman set a goal of 800 students in the
Predischarge Education Program PREP, which until now has
had a peak enrollment of 25. The program, begun by Hopkinsvi
lle
community College, involves courses in reading, composuon,
granunar, mathematics and study skills.
Under the expansion, Hoplunsville will have about 100 students.
Instructors from Murray State, Western Kentucky and three
Tennessee schools- Austin Pray, Tennessee State and the
University of Tennessee at Nashville-will teach
others,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-Dr. Lloyd Redick, professor and
chairman of the University of Kentucky College of Medteine, was
installed Sunday. as president of the Kentucky Society of
Anesthesiologists
The group also elected Dr Robert Lykins, a member of the
Louisville board of Aldermen,as its president for next year
LEXINGTON. Ky. 1AP)-The Universav of Kentucky has
signed Dana Dahl, a 6-foot, 217-pound tackle and linebacker from
Louisville Southern High School, to a Southeastern Conference
letter of intent.
Dahl, who has also signed with Independent Georgia Tech, is the
eleventh high school athlete to sign with Kentucky

People In The News
LONDON i AP i-Billionaire Howard Hughes has suffered an
apparent heart attack, the Daily Mirror reported today.
The mass-circulation tabloid said the 611-year-old Hughes has
been confined to bed in his nith-floor suite at the plush "Inn at the
Park" hotel and ordered to stop work
The paper reported Hughes aides as believing the American
had suffered a heart attack, but also quoted a spokesman as
saying' "It is true that Mr Hughes has not been too well But he
is now fft and well During the past week. Mr Hughes has been
confined to bed"
The Mirror, wtuch also reported that an American heart
specialist had been called in last week, reported that special
smooth plastic-coated matting had been laid over the thick
carpets in Hughes'suite so he could move around more easily in a
wheelchair which was delivered last week
Meanwhile, the hotel still insisted that Hughes was not in the
hotel
IANDON AP i-Princess Anne spent the weekend fox hunting
with the man who some gossips report she will marry
U Mark Phillips, the army officer who is serving with the
Queen's Dragoon Guards in Germany,took a weekend furlough to
join the 22-year-old princess at the southern England estate of
Comte Guy de Plete
The princess and Phillips rode to the hounds with the Blackmore and Sparksford Vale Hunt in Somerset
Phillips Later caught a car ferry across the English Channel to
drive back to his regiment in North Germany
Speculation that Queen Elizabeth's daughter and Phillips are
soon to be engaged reached a climax earlier this month when the
two were seen kissing in public before he went off to join his
regiment
LOS- ANGELES AP)--Jane Fonda, the actress and anewat•
activist, has married Tom Hayden, one of the Chicago 7 defendants.
A spokesman said Sunday that they were married Friday night
et ceremonies which included Vietnamese songs and Irish jigs.
He said they plan to work together for the Medical Aid Fund for
Indochina
About 100 well-matters attended the wedding ceremony at
Mias Fond's Laurel Canyon home. On hand were Vietnamese
stellate, her actor-father, Henry Fonda, and brother Peter
Fonda, who was recently divorced, said she wanted to
t baby and that both she and Hayden agreed it would be
Inner to be married "rather than hassle with criticism that would
drab ear energies from our real work."
lase Folds was married to French film director Roger Vadim,
Her 4-yess-old daughter, Venesaa Vadine was at the ceremony.
The free-form wedding was perforrneed by the Rev Richard
York, an Episcopal priest from Berkeley

iir

World News Briefs
WASHINGTON AP 1 -As captured enemy documents signaled
a midweek initialing of a cease-fire accord, Henry A. Kissinger
heads back to Paris today to join allied and communist officials in
the last steps toward ending the Vietnam
War
Before the presidential assistant left Andrews Air Force Base,
he was to get last-minute instructions from President Nixon at a
breakfast-hour White House meeting
Officially, the White House continued to portray the purpose of
Ktssinger's return to the French capital as "completing the text
of an agreement" to end the fight. But a flurry of developments
Sunday bolstered the belief that an agreement soon will be signed.
SAIGON AP iSouth Vietopanese forces have suffered a major
defeat in the past few days. with two army battalions overrun and
cut to pieces and relief forces repeatedly ambushed northwest of
Saigon
Field reports said at least 80 soldiers, some of them wounded,
had drifted back to government lines in the past two days Some
had been given safe conduct passes by the Communists after
agreeing to throw away their weapons
South Vietnamese commander% after a series of emergency
conferences, rejected a Viet Cong offer of a local cease-fire to
allow unarmed helicopters to pick up 130 wounded government
soldiers. Officers said they thought the offer was a ruse to
forestall air strikes and other attacks so the Communist forces
could get away from the area 40 miles northwest of Saigon
NEW YORK 1 AP)-Four gunmen who had vowed to die for
Muslim paradise in a hail of police bullets have surrendered
peacefully after their nine remaining hostages made a dramatic
escape to signal the end of a two day siege in a Brooklyn sporting
goods store
The end came late Sunday afternoon. over 47 hours after a silent
robbery alarm alerted police who surprised the young gunmen in
the store. One patrolman was killed and two others wounded in a
flurry of gunfire
WASHINGTON APe President Nixon, seemingly tired but
happy after a frautte. weekend of naugural activity, started the
first full workday of his second teem today, turning his attention
to the Vietnam peace negotiations
Following his inauguaral on Saturday and related ceremonies
that kept him busy until 3 a.m. he was up early Sunday to attend a
White House Worship service.
WASHINGTON i AP)--As the Watergate political espionage
trial entered its third week today, Time magazine said it learned
that one of the original seyen.fiefendants, E. Howard Hunt Jr ,
offered money to four other defendants as iin inducement to plead
.
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Burley Volume
Plummets As
Markets Close
1AUIS11111.F., Ky
APIPrices remained steady on
Kentucky burley markets last
week, but vulpine plummeted
as many. markets closed for the
season.
With 14 of the state's 30 markets shut down by the end of
the week, sales totaled 5,457,266
pounds, or less than one-fifth of
the previous week's total of 34,152,613 pounds.
The State Department of Agriculture reported the average
price last week stood at $79.78
per hundredweight-a dip from
the previous week's seaaon high
of $80.40.
Hoe.ever", last week's price
remained shove the season average of $79.48.
Lexington recorded the high
price of $80.60 last week on
Sales totaling $,455,742 pounds.
Owensboro recorded the low
prices of $65.42 on sales of 34,873 pounds.
The high average price for
the season to date is at
Springfield, where sales have
averaged $80.15 since sales
started Nov. 20.
The lowest season average
mark is $74.26 at Henderson.
In dark tobacco sales, a total
of 7,746 pounds of one-sucker
type have sold for an average
of $50.92 for the season to date.
Green river type averaged
$47 32 on sales of 5,132,768, and
western fire cured has averaged $59.28 per hundredweight
for 1,154,701 pounds The average price for the season on
eastern fire cured is $58.68 on
sales of 1,443,534 pounds_
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Two Bataillons Overrun

South Vietnamese Forces Meet Supreme Court Bars
Major Defeat In Past Few Days State Interference
With Early Abortion

ruse to forestall air strikes and Vietnamese to fly unarmed
other attacks so the Communist helicopters, into the area one at
forces could get away from the a time. The Viet Cong said the
WASHINGTON I AP) - The It was based predominantly on
area 40 miles northwest of Sai- prisoners had been captured
gon.
Friday in a "major battlefield Supreme Court today barred what Blackmun called a right
No new fighting was reported victory" in the rubber plan- the states from interfering with of privacy. He said the right
the decision of a woman and "is broad enough to encompass
today in the area along the tation.
her doctor to end pregnancies a woman's decision whether or
southern edge of the Michelin
Senior South Vietnamese offi- within the first three months.
rubber plantation. Field reports
• not to terminate her pregIn the 7-2 decision striking nancy."
indicated that both sides were ciaLs said the Viet Cong had
resting up after nearly a week sent a radio message earlier to down the Texas abortion law,
Justices Byron R. White and
government troops operating in Justice Harry A. Blackmun William H.
of bitter combat.
Rehnquist disWhile South Vietnamese com- the Michelin region saying the said medical data indicates sented, White said he could
manders said their forces had Viet Cong were holding prison- abortion In the first three "find nothing in the language
killed more than 300 North ers' and the South Vietnamese months, "although -not without or history of the Constitution to
its risk, is now relatively safe." support the court's judgment.
'Vietnamese and Viet Cong, the should "come and get them."
At dawn Sunday, six hours
Therefore, he said, "any inc'utuniunists claimed two batRehnquist, meanwhile, said
talions of Saigon's 5th Division before the proposed cease-fire terest of the state in protecting "the court's sweeping inacre "wiped out' and three was to begin, South Vietnamese the woman from an inherently validation of any restrictions on
other battalions "heavily mau- forces moved into the area to hazardous procedure ... has abortion during the first triled- ehen they' tried to go to' recover th prisoners and were largely disappeared."
mester is impossible to
ambushed, field commanders
the. aid of the first
-Agreed to review a 1972 justify.,."
The Viet Cong's liberation said. Ten South Vietnamese New York law , providing varisecond 7-2 , ruling,. the
10
Radio claimed 500 government and 70 North Vietnamese and ous forms of assistance to paro- court struck down Georgia's
Viet
Cong
were
reported
killed
soldiers were captured.
chial schools and the parents of abortion law, finding three proOne survivor was Capt. .and 16 South Vietnamese were children attending them_
visions to be unconstitutional.
wounded.
Phuong Van Tau; who com-Rejected an appeal by five They' were that in the first
Two
hours
later,
the
South
manded one of the battalions
Irish-Americans who were held three months the operation be
Vietnamese said, government
caught in the trap. Wounded in
in contempt for refusing to help performed in an accredited hosforces
made a second attempt
the leg, he straggled back toa grand airy in Texas in- pital, that a medical committee
and were attacked again, suf- vestigate
day and said he had escaped
possible weapons must give as approval and that
fering
10
men
wounded.
Enemy
after his unit was ambushed
shipments to Northern Ireland. two physicians must concur
losses
were not known.
and surrounded for several
The ruling followed two years with the woman's own physiThe officials said the South
days. He said relief helicopters
of deliberations by the justices. cian that the pregnancy should
Vietname
se
were
able
to
recovcould not land because of heavy
be terminated.
enemy fire and his troops even- er 20 prisoners who had been
Blackmun said the -interwounded
in
the
battle
Friday.
tually ran out of ammunition.
position of a hospital abortion
Today
a
small
South
VietThe commander of a ranger
committee is unduly restrictive
force trying to rescue stragg- namese reconnaissance plane
of the patients' rights."
was
fired
on
as
it
flew
over
the
teeetiesed frees Page I)
lers confirmed that many of
Summarized, the court held,
area,
officials
said.
And althem had been given safe conthe
1. The states are barred from
Somers
car
was
to
the
right
duct passes by the Communists though the area specified by side.
restricting abortions within the
the
Communis
ts
for
the
prisonafter agreeing to throw away
At 9i 35 a.m. Saturday a one- first three months.
er release was being spared by
their e.eapons.
car
2. In this period the abortion
accident occurred on Highthe allied planes, bombing
Miss Amma Roberts of
In a broadcast heard in Saiway 641 South, which a car decision must be left to the
raids
were
being
carried
out
a
Murray Route Three suc- gon Sunday afternoon, the Viet
driven by John A. Getz of medical judgment of the pregcumbed Saturday at six p.m. at Cone -offered-offeredto release 130 few hundred yards away.
The South Vietnamese offi- Princeton reportedly veered off nant woman's own physician
the Hilltop Nursing Home, sounded South Vietnamese
3 After the first three
etaLs
said they believed the Viet the road turned over Police
Kuttawa She was 79 years of prisoners as a "humanitarian"
reports, listed the vehicle as a months, the state, if it chooses,
Cone
proposal
was
a ruse to enage and her death followed a gesture during a cease-fire
may regulate abortion proceable them to try to move an total loss_
brief illness
fn.ni 1 p.m. Sunday Saigon
Police reports said that Getz dures "in ways that are reasonimportant
command
headquarThe Murray woman was a time until 6 p.m. Monday The
ters and substantial war stock- had applied his brakes, at which ably related to maternal
retired saleslady at Lerman's broadcast gave a map location
piles out of the region. Some time the car veered off the road, health."
Department Store and also had at: instructions for .the South
4. In approximately the last
South
Vietnamese sources re- causing him to lose control. No
been employed as a clerk at H
injuries were reported by in- three months of pregnancy, the
ported
the
enemy
had more
Boone Laundry and Cleaners.
.
state may' if it chooses, regu.
For Season Through Jan
than zo0. tons of supplies stock- vestigating officers.
18.
She was born June 25, 1893, in
1971
At 1209. p.m. Saturday, cars late and even prohibit abortions
piled
there
Calloway Count), and was a
Ay THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
driven by Charles I Fitch of to preserve the expectant moth•Markets Pounds Sold Average
South
Vietnamese
in- Paris,
member of the Friendship
and Joette R. lamb, er's life or health.
Bloornl,elg
7,415,119 7'934
fantrymen had been sweeping
Church of Christ.
Bowing
Green, 11,912,732 7903
Route Seven, were involved in a
5 The state may allow only
Passes
in
the
region
Carrollton
to
break
up
ma25.730,946 79 92
a
Miss Roberts is survived by
collision on Sycamore, ac- licensed physicians to perform
COvmotOn
5.391/13 76 24
jor
enemy
base
that
could give
her stepfather, Jim Whitlock of
Cynth,ana
11.365.072 79 52
abortions and may prohibit
them trouble after the signing cording to police reports.
Dan
Murray Route Three, half
14.490,641 79 47
Officers said the cars were abortions by nonphystcians
Frankl.n
of
a
cease-fire
3,123,738 79 19
agreement
.
sister,
Mrs. Mary Nobles of
both headed west on Sycamore.
Blackmun wound up his 51.
Glasgow
18,054,497 79 87
Field reports from another
Providence; and half brother,
Greensburg
10.895.058 BO 09
Darnge to the Fitch car was to page opinion with these resource
William Guy Wiggins, father
i4a(rQ'sborq
said that South Vietnam11.658,316 79 44
Rudy Whitlock of F.ddyvIlle.
the rear end, and damage to the marks.
b404440(WA
4411.131X1 74 26
Funeral services will be held of Mrs. Fay Etheridge of ese rangers abandoned the Duc Lamb car was to the front end,
Hook,nsv.Ile
7,499,382 78 29
"This holding, we feel, is conMurray
Co
special
and
forces
former
camp,
sheriff
in the according to police.
of
Horse Cave
today at 2:30 p.m at the chapel
16.348.470 7963
sistent with the relative weights
Lebanon
1.038,739 80 14
Henry
central
highlands near the
bounty'. Term.. died
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Lea.noton
At 8:02 a.m today, can
of the respective interests in74.026.926 79 99
Home with Bro. Lake Riley and Thursday at 9:15 p.m. at the Cambodian border, under driven by Marsha G Hendon, volved, with
L.0(1412n
8.900,611 78 62
the lessons and exHenry
heavy
LoucvlIp
pressure
County
Sunday.
General
30,683.993 79 24
The
Hostal
Bro Ray Grenrna officiating.
729 Nash, and Irene K Nor- amples of medical and legal
Mayfield
1,511.537 78 26
at
the
South
age
Vietname
Of 87.
se command deThe song service will be by the
Maysv.Ile
thern, till Circarmam collided history, with the lenity of the
28.938,111 79 22
Wiggins served two terms as nied the reports, saying there
Morehead
congregation of the Friendship
11,126,916 79 16
at the intersection of 9th and common law, and with the deMt Sterhno
sheriff,
16.134.257 79 93
had
first
been
clash
a
being
at
one
elected
the
of
in
Church of Christ.
Owensboro
Sycamore, according to police manda of the profound prob13,324,568 78 18
1927
camp's
and
outposts
again in 1929' He was
last Thursday
Pallbearers will be Clyde
Paducah
4.341,909 77 es
reports.
lems of the present day "
Pars
11,017.110 79,60
Phelps, Dock Boggess, Dallas also a former city policeman. but no major fighting. SpokesOfficers said the cars were
R,
hmdng
12.551.457 78 66
was
He
men
a
said
member
battalion
a
of
of
the
troops
Elks
Holland, William Duncan,
both headed north on 9th when
4,800.092 78 59
Shelby v ale
21 981.372 8034
Newman Grogan. and Tom Ed Lodge, a Mason, and a member was sent in to reinforce the the collision occurred. Damage
SOmerset
10,917 360 79 04
of the First United Methodist camp Sunday.
Travis.
to the Hendon car was to the
Spr,ncifield
11 808.968 8035
In the air war, the U.S. ComW.mhester
Interment will be in the Church.
12089 752 79 10
rear end, and damge to the
The
,Totals
mand
reported
deceased
411.056,442 79 49
its fighter- Northern
was born
Temple Hill Cemetery with the
car was to the front.
arrangements by 'the J.H. March 21, 1889. in Cadiz, Ky., bombers flew 306 strikes
Robert Wilkerson of 1203 Vine
and
was
against
the
North
son
of
Vietname
late
the
Mr.
se
and
Churchill Funeral Home,
Street, Murray, is reported to
and Mrs. W. I- Wiggins. He was Viet Cong positions in South
be in satisfactory condition this
married August 17, 1929, to the Vietnam during the 24-hour pemorning by officials of the
former
Virginia McConnell, riod ending at 8 a.m. today,
Murray -Calloway County
who
survives. They made Monday. B52 bombers flew an
Word has been received of the
Hospital.
(Contused from Page 11
their home
at 309 Jackson additional 90 strikes, dropping
death of Robert W. Mctlrath,
some 2,700 tons of explosives.
Street, Paris, Tenn.
Jr., who died January 14 in
getaway car when the robbery
The Murray man suffered a
Survivors are Pus wife, Mrs.
In Lao', government troops began
Long Beach, California. He was
about 5:45 p.m. Friday.
stroke yesterday about 11,50
Virginia
Wiggins;
four and forch of the pro-Commu- They said the motive
seventeen years old. Burial was
for the am
while attending the
daughters, Mrs. Etheridge of nist Pathet Lao clashed over robbery
at Forest Lawn, Cypress, Dies
was to obtain guns, not
morning worship services at the
Murray.
the
weekend
Mrs.
Pearl
Spaulding
just
northwest of money.
California.
First Baptist Church. He was
of Kingston, Tenn., Mrs. Ruth the Sala Phou Khoun road juncHis father grew up in Murray
In a hand-written letter cartaken by a J. H. Churchill
Hansard
tion,
of
Atlanta,
and
a
Pathet
Ga.,
and
Lao
tank
ried out by a doctor who atand his grandparents were the
Mrs. Mary Rak of Hammond, was reported destroyed.
late Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
tended the wounded gunman. ambulance to the local hospital
where he was hospitalized.
Ind.;
two sons, Marc Wiggins of
McElrath. He was the nephew
the four described themselves
William M. Whitnell of Atlanta, Ga.; and Mac Wiggins
of Mrs. William S. Major
as "servants of Allah" and said
Murray Route Four died this of Martin, Tenn.; one brother,
i Marjorie 1 of Pittsburgh, Pa.
they were "expressing solidmorning at 5120 at the _Murray- Roy Wiggins of
Memphis,
arity with all Muslims and opCalloway County Hospital. He Tenn.; ten grandchildren;
pressed people of the world."
was 68 years of age and his several great grandchildren.
reontinued from Page 1
-We have nothing to lose and
death
followed an extended
Funeral services were held
victory and paradise to gain,"
illness.
filled, and picking it up. the
Saturday' at two p.m. at the
they declared. "We will not
The Murrray man was a chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
child started for the- door. "Hold
give
in
to
your
demands, but
prominent farmer of the Locust Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Funeral services for HE.. we will continue to hold the it there, young lady,", the
Grove
Community.
storekeeper called, "Haven't
Mr. Harrell Townsend officiating. Mischke, a former resident of hostages
who are being well
Whitnell and his wife, the for- Burial was in the Maplewood
you forgotten something?" "No
Murray, were held Thursday at treated and will not be
harmed sir. I guess not, the child
mer Sallie Starks, who sur- Cemetery there.
an1130 a.m. at a funeral home in intentionally by us."
vives, formerly resided on
swered." looking around,
Memphis, Tenn. Burial was in a
Earlier
they
had.
released
Marshall Foster of Hazel died Sycamore Street in Murray for
-What is it?". "The money for
cemetery there.
three other hostages. The nine
Saturday at 12:45 air) at the many years before moving to
the molasses", answered the
Mr. Mischkie, age 92, died remaining included Jerry
Ric- grocer, "we don't
Murray-Calloway County their farT hie. Mrs. Whitnell
give it away.
Tuesday afternoon at a cio, a co-owner of the
store.
Hospital. He was 86 years of is a retired employer of the
as an advertisement anymore"
Memphis hospital after sufTheir
apparent
concern for "I thought you
age
Bank of Murray
got the money.;
fering injuries in a fall at his the hostages enabled
Riccio to the startled youngster
Funeral services will be held
The deceased was a member
replied.
home on Monday. He and his persuade the
gunmen to allow "Mother
Mr. W.D. Holt. a retired
tpday at two p.m. at the of the First United Methodist
put it in the jar".
wife
moved
here
from
the
nine
to
move
to the rear of
Waymon Chapel A. M. E. Church. He was born March 11, mailcarrier who lived at 837
Springfield. Tenn., about ten the second floor
of the threeChurch with Rev. W. T Atkins 1904. in Murray and was the son South Third St., Mayfield, died
You have probably read that
years ago while one of their story building
to be out of poofficiating.
cif the late William L. Whitnell Sunday evening at 9:50 pm. Mr. sons,
the Internal Revenue Service is
Rev. Walter Mischke, lice gunfire.
and Tennessee Swann Whitenll. Holt, who was 78, was a former
preparing a new and simplified
served as pastor of the First
Kuria! will be inthe Murray
Ricrio knew that behind a
He is survived by his wife, resident of Farmington.
income tax form for 1973. AcUnited Methodist Church. They plasterboard
Cemetery a with
the Mrs. Sallie Starks Whitnell
survived
wall
by
is
He
there
the
widow,
lay an cording to reports, it greatly
of
resided on South 16th Street, escape route
is
arrangements by the Rutledge Murray
- a sealed-off
Route Four; three Nina Lee Holt; one daughter,
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SAIGON ( APe
South Vietnamese forces have suffered a
major defeat in the past few
days, with two army battalions
overrun and cut to pieces and
relief forces repeatedly ambushed northwest of Saigon.
Field reports said at least 80
soldiers, some of them
wounded, had drifted back to
government lines in the past
two days. Some had been given
safe conduct passes by the
Communists after agreeing to
throw away their weapons.
It was not known how many
more were trying to escape nor
was there any acrurate count
of the dead and -wounded from
the two battalions of the 5th Division which apparently fell
into an enemy trap six days
ago The government has admitted so far to 56 of its troops
killed and 132 wounded since
Friday.
South Vietnamese commanders, after a series of emergency conferences, rejected a Viet
Cong offer of a local cease-fire
to allow unarmed helicopters to
pick up 130 wounded government soldiers. Officers said
they thought the offer was a
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